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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The freedom from indefinite and unlawful imprisonment lies at the heart of our AngloAmerican judicial system, and the “Great Writ” of Habeas Corpus has long been recognized as
the vehicle vindicating that right.1 In sharp contrast to that tradition, Section 7 of the Military
Commissions Act of 2006 (“MCA”) bars non-citizens classified as “enemy combatants” from
filing petitions of habeas corpus in federal courts challenging the lawfulness of their detention by
the Executive.2 This bar perpetuates the indefinite – and in potentially many cases unlawful –
detention without trial of hundreds of individuals held as enemy combatants since January 2002
at the Guantanamo Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba (“Guantanamo”). Absent the writ of
habeas corpus to challenge the legality of their detention, these individuals have been held
without charge and many face no prospect of trial or release in the foreseeable future.
This Report provides an informational resource on the fundamentals of English and
American law of habeas corpus and habeas’ traditional role as a bulwark against arbitrary and
unlawful detention, the current tension between those basic tenets and the MCA’s suspension of
habeas corpus, and the current legal battle before the United States Supreme Court that may
resolve this apparent conflict.3 As detailed below, it is the position of the Committee on Civil
Rights that the habeas corpus stripping provisions of Section 7 of the Military Commissions Act
are unconstitutional. Notwithstanding the Supreme Court’s forthcoming decision in
Boumediene, the Committee recommends that the New York State Bar Association
(“Association”) adopt a resolution urging Congress to restore the power of the federal courts to
hear petitions for writs of habeas corpus filed by “enemy combatants,” including those held at

1

Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507, 554 -55 (2004) (Scalia, J., dissenting).
Military Commissions Act (MCA) of 2006 § 7, Pub. L. No. 109-366, 120 Stat. 2600, 2636 (2006).
3
Boumediene v. Bush, 127 S. Ct. 3078 (2007).
2

1

Guantanamo. Moreover, given that the current system for detaining and trying those enemy
combatants does not exhibit even the most basic hallmarks of due process, we recommend that
the Association urge Congress to revisit the current system and craft a new regime that adheres
to certain bedrock principles of our judicial system, such as the right to counsel and the
reasonable opportunity to present evidence challenging the legality of detention.4 Finally, we
recommend the Association adopt a resolution urging Congress to hold hearings concerning
individuals held as enemy combatants in extra-territorial military detention centers under the
control of the United States, in addition to Guantanamo, and examine appropriate avenues for
such detainees to challenge their detention.
A.

The Guantanamo Detainees

In response to the September 11th attacks, the United States invaded Afghanistan in
retaliation for the Taliban’s harboring of the al-Qaeda terrorist organization, which had directed
and implemented the September 11th atrocities.5 In the aftermath of the Afghanistan invasion,
the U.S. captured and detained hundreds of individuals beginning in January 2002 at
Guantanamo.6 The Executive imprisoned these individuals at Guantanamo on the basis that they
were “enemy combatants” in the war against international terrorism and – at least initially –

4

We understand that the Association has recently agreed to join the New York City Bar Association in calling upon
Congress to conduct hearings regarding the fairness and independence of the current military commissions system
designed to try enemy combatants. We applaud the Association for joining that resolution, but recommend that the
resolution expand to request hearings concerning all aspects of detention at Guantanamo, including the initial enemy
combatant classification pending trial by military commission.
5
One week after the September 11th attacks, Congress passed the Authorization for Use of Military Force
(“AUMF”) granting the President authority to “use all necessary and appropriate force against those nations,
organizations, or persons he determines planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks” or “harbored
such organizations or persons, in order to prevent any future acts of intentional terrorism against the United States
by such nations, organizations, or persons. Authorization for Use of Military Force (AUMF), Pub. L. No. 107-40,
115 Stat. 224. The President ordered the invasion of Afghanistan shortly after passage of the AUMF.
6
Human Rights Watch, United States: Guantanamo Two Years On, Jan. 9, 2004, http://www.hrw.org/english/docs/
2004/ 01/09/usdom6917.htm.
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asserted that these individuals were outside the purview of the U.S. judicial system.7 In response
to several Supreme Court decisions beginning in 2004 concerning the detention of enemy
combatants, the Administration and Congress created a new system wherein those held at
Guantanamo were determined to be enemy combatants by a Combatant Status Review Tribunal
(“CSRT”) and detained until the United States determined they should be released.8 In the
interim, the CSRT decision was subject to limited review by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals
pursuant to the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005 (“DTA”).9
Six years later not a single Guantanamo detainee has faced trial.10 In fact, of the 775
detainees held at Guantanamo Bay over the last six years,11 only 15 detainees have been formally
charged; one has pled and the rest face upcoming trials, although it is unclear when those trials
will begin.12 Approximately 130 detainees remain detained indefinitely without charge and
without any realistic trial date in the foreseeable future.13

7

See Military Order of November 13, 2001 §7(b)(2), 66 FED. REG. 57,831 (Nov 16, 2001), available at
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/11/20011113-27.html. The definition of the term “enemy
combatant” has changed over time. The current governmental definition is “an individual who was part of or
supporting the Taliban or al-Queda forces, or associated forces that are engaged in hostilities against the United
States or its coalition partners. This includes any person who has committed a belligerent act or has directly
supported hostilities in aid of enemy armed forces.” Dep’t of Defense, Guantanamo Detainee Processes,
http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Sep2005/d20050908process.pdf.
8
See Part III, infra, for a detailed discussion of the current system under the CSRT, DTA and MCA.
9
Detainee Treatment Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-148, 119 Stat. 2739.
10
See U.S. Dep’t of Defense, Military Commissions, http://www.defenselink.mil/news/commissions.html (listing
the status of cases which have been or are in the process of being referred to trial by commission).
11
Mark Tran, FBI Files Detail Guantánamo Torture Tactics, GUARDIAN, Jan. 3, 2007, available at
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2007/jan/03/guantanamo.usa. Guantanamo held approximately 220 detainees
shortly after it opened in January 2002. CNN, New Group of Detainees Arrives at Guantanamo (Feb 10, 2002),
http://archives.cnn.com/2002/WORLD/americas/02/10/ret.guantanamo.detainees/index.html.
At its high point, Guantanamo held approximately 680 detainees. Jeffrey Toobin, Camp Justice, NEW YORKER,
Apr. 14, 2008, at 32, 32. As of May 2, 2008 Guantanamo held approximately 270 detainees. News Release, U.S.
Dep’t of Defense, Detainee Transfer Announced (May 2, 2008), available at http://www.defenselink.mil/Releases/
Release.aspx?ReleaseID=11893. Over the last few years, hundreds of prisoners have been released to their home
countries or other nations that would accept them if they promised to not affiliate with al-Qaeda or the Taliban. See
Toobin, supra, at 36.
12
In one rare case, the Australian detainee David Hicks accepted a plea and was released to his native country. Josh
White, Australian’s Guilty Plea Is First at Guantanamo, WASH. POST, Mar 27, 2007, at A2. The only trial currently
scheduled is the case of Salim Ahmed Hamdan. Final Trial Schedule, United States v. Hamdan (military
commission), available at http://www.defenselink.mil/news/Dec2007/Hamdan%20MCTJ%20Trial%20
(continue)
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But the glacial pace of the administration of justice at Guantanamo is only one of many
problems with the current system. First, there is mounting evidence that detainees were likely
subject to some form of torture.14 Human rights groups have made allegations of torture at
Guantanamo since shortly after it opened. For instance, reports based on government records or
on-site inspection indicate that many detainees were likely tortured, abused, and humiliated at
Guantanamo.15 Various news reports state that U.S. government officials have employed
interrogation tactics tantamount to torture such as physical beatings, sleep deprivation,
withholding medical care, and sexual abuse.16
Second, recent allegations by former Army officials indicate that the system designed to
detain and subsequently try the detainees at Guantanamo “appeared to be rigged” to ensure
detention and then conviction.17 To make matters worse, even though the Administration

(continued)
Schedule%2012%2020%202007.pdf. However, given that pre-trial motions are still being heard, it is unclear
whether the trial will start on May 28, 2008 as scheduled. See Michael Melia, Ex-Gitmo Prosecutor Alleges
Politics, WASH. POST, Apr. 28, 2008, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2008/04/28/AR2008042801401.html. Notably, of the fourteen detainees currently slated for
trial, the government is seeking the death penalty for six. William Glaberson, U.S. Seeking Execution for 6 in Sept.
11 Case, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 11, 2008, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/11/us/11gitmo.html.
13
See Toobin, supra note 11, at 36. Of the approximately 270 detainees left at Guantanamo, approximately 60 have
been approved for transfer to other countries. Id. The government estimates that of the remaining detainees it has
sufficient evidence to try about 60 to 80 detainees, which leaves approximately 130 detainees for which the
government has no intention to try or transfer. See id.
14
BBC News, ICRC Raises Guantanamo Conditions (Feb. 15, 2005), http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/
americas/4267297.stm (quoting leaked ICRC memo stating that Guantanamo interrogation procedures are
“tantamount to torture”).
15
See, e.g., Center for Constitutional Rights, FAQs: Does the U.S. Torture People?, http://ccrjustice.org/learnmore/faqs/faqs%3A-does-u.s.-torture-people%3F (listing forms of torture found by the United Nations Special
Rapporteurs on Guantanamo Bay, the International Committee of the Red Cross, and U.S. military investigators);
Survey, Federal Bureau of Investigation, GTMO Counterterrorism Division Inspection Special Inquiry (Sept. 2,
2004), available at http://foia.fbi.gov/guantanamo/detainees.pdf (summarizing responses of FBI personnel at
Guantanamo concerning possible mistreatment of detainees at the hands of law enforcement or military personnel).
16
Tran, supra note 11.
17
See Testimony of Lt. Cmdr. Charles Swift before the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate (Jul. 11,
2006) (quoting an e-mail from Capt. Jon Carr, military prosecutor, to Col. Fred Borch); William Glaberson, ExProsecutor Tells of Push by Pentagon on Detainees, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 29, 2008, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/29/washington/29gitmo.html (former military commissions chief prosecutor
testifying as defense witness at hearing on motion to dismiss alleging unlawful influence of overseeing military
officer and stating that he was politically pressured and told there could be no acquittals).
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consistently characterized these detainees as the “worst of the worst,”18 it now appears that the
majority of Guantanamo detainees may in fact be innocent.19 A report by Seton Hall Law
School, based on the Government’s own records, found that less than half of the Guantanamo
detainees (45%) had committed a hostile act against the United States or its allies.20 This should
come as no surprise since the same report concludes that an estimated 86% of the Guantanamo
detainees were in fact not captured by U.S. forces;21 rather, like in the case of Mr. Murat Kurnaz
described below, they were handed over to the U.S. in exchange for handsome ransoms.22
Kurnaz’s experience illustrates the failings of Guantanamo. Three weeks after September
11th, Kurnaz, a 19-year old Muslim from Bremen, Germany, traveled to Pakistan to deepen his
knowledge of Islam.23 Three weeks later, the Pakistani police arrested an unarmed Kurnaz in a
routine check of a passenger bus near the city of Peshawar, about 25 miles from the Afghani
border and far from any live conflict.24 Shortly thereafter, the Pakistani police transferred
Kurnaz to American military officials in Pakistan for a bounty of approximately three thousand
dollars.25 Accused of being a member or ally of al-Qaeda, Kurnaz was detained as an enemy

18

Dan Darling, The Worst of the Worst? (Mar. 7, 2006), http://www.weeklystandard.com/Content/
Public/Articles/000/000/011/936fhnpp.asp.
19
See Toobin, supra note 11, at 34 (citing findings of Benjamin Wittes, a fellow at the Brookings Institute, that
based on CSRT proceeding records only a third of the detainees held in 2006 could be reasonably classified as
terrorists or enemy combatants); Nicholas D. Kristof, A Prison of Shame, and It’s Ours, N.Y. TIMES, May 4, 2008,
available at http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/04/opinion/04kristof.html (summarizing stories of several allegedly
innocent detainees and arguing that “most of the inmates were probably innocent all along, but Pakistanis or
Afghans turned them over to America in exchange for large cash rewards”).
20
See MARK DENBEAUX, ET AL., REPORT ON GUANTANAMO DETAINEES, available at http://law.shu.edu/aaafinal.pdf.
21
See id.
22
Mark Landler & Souad Mekhennet, Freed German Detainee Questions His Country’s Role, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 11,
2006, at A8.
23
Richard Bernstein, One Muslim’s Odyssey to Guantanamo, N.Y, TIMES, Jun. 5, 2005, available at
www.nytimes.com/2005/06/05/international/europe/05prisoner.html.
24
Id.
25
Landler & Mekhennet, supra note 22.
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combatant, moved to a facility in Kandahar, Afghanistan and then to Guantanamo around
February 2002.26
Kurnaz claims that while detained at Guantanamo he was routinely beaten, locked in
solitary confinement for months, dunked in water, sexually humiliated and hung from the ceiling
in chains, all of which the Pentagon denies.27 In September 2004 – over two years after arriving
at Guantanamo – a CSRT classified Kurnaz as an enemy combatant, underlying the basis for his
detention at Guantanamo.28 Three months later, U.S. District Court Judge Joyce H. Green
reviewed Kurnaz’s challenge to the legality of the CSRT process and his detention.29 In denying
the Government’s motion to dismiss, Judge Green highlighted the fact that the gravamen of the
evidence forming the basis of the CSRT’s decision was classified evidence that Kurnaz was
prohibited from seeing.30 The Government’s reliance on secret evidence to detain Kurnaz and
the prohibition against assistance by counsel “jointly deprive[d] [Kurnaz] of sufficient notice of
the factual bases for [his] detention and den[ied] [him] a fair opportunity to challenge [his]
incarceration.”31
But Judge Green’s decision had little impact on Kurnaz’s detention. Kurnaz remained at
Guantanamo until, after substantial public pressure and press, Germany negotiated his release in

26

Id. Kurnaz cannot be sure about the date he was transferred to Guantanamo, because detainees were not allowed
access to clocks or calendars. Id. Kurnaz has recently released a book about his experiences. MURAT KURNAZ, FIVE
YEARS OF MY LIFE: AN INNOCENT MAN IN GUANTANAMO (2008).
27
Id. Kurnaz’s allegations, however, are consistent with reports from FBI officials stationed at Guantanamo who
were asked to report possible mistreatment of detainees at the hands of law enforcement or military personnel.
GTMO Counterterrorism Division Inspection Special Inquiry, supra note 15.
28
In re Guantanamo Detainee Cases, 355 F.Supp.2d 443, 470-71 (D.D.C. 2005), vacated sub nom. Boumediene v.
Bush, 476 F.3d 981 (2007), cert. granted sub nom. Al Odah v. United States, 127 S. Ct. 3067.
29
See In re Guantanamo Detainee Cases, 355 F.Supp.2d at 443.
30
Id. at 470-472.
31
Id. at 472. The decision was stayed pending appeal, vacated by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, and is now
currently consolidated with the other Guantanamo cases before the Supreme Court in Boumediene.
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2006.32 In sum, Kurnaz was detained at Guantanamo for over four and a half years without
formal charges against him or any reasonable opportunity to challenge the legality of his
detention. The fact that Kurnaz was likely innocent all along and probably suffered torture and
abuse during his detention exemplify the tragic departure from American ideals of justice and
fair play at Guantanamo.
Perhaps the greater tragedy is that Guantanamo could have been avoided if the detainees
had been granted the right of habeas corpus to challenge their detention, or if the process created
by the Administration had adopted certain hallmarks of the American justice system such as the
right to counsel and the prohibition against the use of secret evidence. At its core, the purpose of
habeas corpus – and the due process the writ protects – is to combat the excesses of Executive
abuse of power that Guantanamo has come to signify: indefinite and arbitrary detention of
individuals without notice or the reasonable opportunity to challenge the charges against them.
B.

Report Summary

Part I of the Report begins with a detailed history of English common law and early
American law confirming habeas corpus as a bulwark against the excesses of the Executive.
First, it examines the traditional reliance on habeas corpus by non-citizens to challenge the
legality of their detention even in times of war and even when detained outside the geographic
boundaries of the Crown. Second, Part I provides an overview of several World War II cases in
which German and Japanese prisoners of war challenged their detention and trial by military
commission under the writ of habeas corpus and summarizes the circumstances of the four
instances when Congress lawfully suspended the writ of habeas corpus – the Civil War,

32

See Craig Whitlock, U.S. Faces Obstacles To Freeing Detainees, WASH. POST, Oct. 17, 2006, at A01. Notably,
the United States apparently tried to release Kurnaz in 2002, but Germany, his country of residence, initially refused
to take him back because he had not renewed his residency permit while at Guantanamo. Id.

7

Reconstruction, the aftermath of the Spanish-American War, and World War II. Part I concludes
with a discussion of the “adequate and effective” substitute test applied by the Supreme Court
when Congress withdraws the writ from those constitutionally entitled to it.
Part II briefly examines the relevant provisions of the Uniform Code of Military Justice
and the Geneva Conventions, such as the guarantees of notice, right to counsel and the
prohibition against torture.
Part III turns to the Executive detention of various individuals in the war against
international terrorism and the Congressional and Judicial responses to the Administration’s
detention of those individuals at Guantanamo. This Part reviews the seminal Supreme Court
decisions Hamdi v. Rumsfeld and Rasul v. Bush, which respectively held that American citizens
detained as enemy combatants were entitled to a meaningful opportunity to challenge the basis of
their detention, and that federal district courts had statutory jurisdiction to hear challenges of
aliens detained at Guantanamo. Part III also provides a background of the CSRT process
implemented by the Administration in response to Hamdi and Rasul to determine whether those
detained at Guantanamo were enemy combatants. It also summarizes the limited judicial review
of CSRT decisions by the U.S. District Court of Appeals provided by the DTA, as well as the
DTA’s suspension of habeas as to Guantanamo detainees.
Finally, Part III examines Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, the last in the trilogy of Supreme Court
Executive detention cases, and the Congressional response to that decision. Hamdan held that
the DTA’s habeas stripping provisions did not apply retroactively and that the Administration’s
military commissions trying enemy combatants was unlawful. Within months of the decision,
Congress responded with the MCA, granting the President the authority to try enemy combatants

8

by military commission and prohibiting those detained from challenging the lawfulness of their
detention under habeas corpus.
Part IV turns to Boumediene v. Bush, the pending case before the Supreme Court
addressing the MCA’s suspension of the writ of habeas corpus. The issues before the Supreme
Court in Boumediene are (1) whether the Guantanamo detainees have a constitutional right to
challenge their detention under the writ of habeas corpus; and (2) if so, whether Congress
unlawfully suspended the writ by stripping the federal courts of jurisdiction to hear any
challenges to their detention brought by Guantanamo detainees; and (3) if the Guantanamo
detainees do have a right and the writ was unlawfully suspended against them, then whether the
current system of classifying, detaining, and trying the Guantanamo detainees under the CSRT,
DTA and MCA is an adequate and effective substitute to habeas corpus.
As argued in Part V of this Report, it is the position of this Committee that Congress
unlawfully suspended the writ and that the Guantanamo detainees are entitled to challenge their
detention by the Executive under the writ of habeas corpus. In Rasul v. Bush, the Supreme Court
held that the Guantanamo detainees had a statutory right under federal law to challenge their
detention because Guantanamo was under the control of the US. Applying the reasoning of
Rasul, the writ of habeas corpus would have reached the Guantanamo detainees at common law.
Moreover, as Congress made no predicate finding of rebellion or invasion, nor limited the
suspension in time or location, the MCA’s suspension of the writ is unlawful. Finally, because
the current system does not provide even the minimal cluster of rights traditionally protected by
habeas corpus to test whether detention is unlawful, it is not an adequate and effective substitute.

9

Part VI concludes with various recommendations for the post-Boumediene context. First,
we urge the Association to adopt a resolution joining others in calling Congress to repeal Section
7(a) of the MCA, restoring habeas corpus for individuals detained by the U.S.33
Second, the Committee recognizes the dire need to construct a system to adjudicate
claims against suspected terrorists captured and detained abroad. As New Yorkers, we
understand – perhaps more than others – the need for the Government to have the proper tools to
capture, detain and prosecute those who would attack us for no other reason than being
American. But those means cannot stray – as the Administration’s practices in Guantanamo
have – from our traditional values of justice and fair play.
To that end, this Report also recommends that whatever the outcome of Boumediene,
Congress should create a regime addressing the failings of Guantanamo. We recommend that
the Association adopt a resolution urging Congress to hold hearings on the current status of the
Guantanamo detainees and to select a system consistent with the fundamental protections of due
process to assess the enemy combatant status of those held at Guantanamo and try those charged
with substantive crimes. At a minimum, the system – whether based in our current criminal or
military justice systems or a hybrid – should provide the following basic protections that should
not unduly burden the Executive in its ongoing efforts against international terrorism: (1)
detainees should be informed of the basis of their detention and entitled to view the evidence
against them; (2) detainees should be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present evidence
challenging their detention; (3) enemy combatant classifications and any trials should be heard
by an impartial decision-maker; (4) detainees are entitled to a timely review and release if
detention is unlawful; (5) detainees should be entitled to counsel at all phases of their detention
33

As discussed in Part IV(D), infra, there are several pending Congressional bills that seek to restore the federal
(continue)
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and trial; and (6) evidence obtained by torture should not be admissible at any point in the
process.
Finally, this Report recommends that the Association urge Congress to hold hearings
concerning detainees in other foreign locations under the de facto control of the U.S. government
and whether the federal habeas statute should be amended to cover these detainees. We have
seen the results of “legal black holes”34 such as Guantanamo – indefinite detention for years
without charge of probably innocent men who are more than likely subjected to torture and abuse
by Government officials. At a minimum, Congress should examine the extra-territorial detention
at other U.S. military bases like Guantanamo to apply the lessons learned from the last six years
and construct a more just approach.
The United States has long been considered a champion of justice and freedom. The
current Administration’s Guantanamo policies and practices have damaged not only our
country’s image, reputation and potential for diplomacy around the world, but have also placed
American soldiers in jeopardy of harsh treatment when detained overseas. The near universal
wave of condemnation of such practices can only be turned by returning habeas corpus to its
traditional role as a check against such abuses. We believe that the Association’s adoption of a
resolution urging Congress to take the three steps outlined above will substantially assist the
ongoing process to restore this country’s commitment to equal justice for all.35

(continued)
habeas statute to its status quo before the MCA.
34

Johan Steyn, Guantanamo Bay: The Legal Black Hole, 53 INT'L & COMP. L.Q. 1, 1 (2004); see also Jonathan Hafetz,
Habeas Corpus, Judicial Review, and Limits on Secrecy in Detentions at Guantanamo, 5 CARDOZO PUB. L. POL’Y &
ETHICS J. 127, 146 (2006).
35

On behalf of the Committee on Civil Rights and Committee Chair Fernando A. Bohorquez, Jr., Baker Hostetler,
we thank the contributions made to this Report by Patrick Campbell, Baker Hostetler, and Committee Member Joni
Kletter, Meyer, Suozzi, English & Klein, P.C., whose hard work and dedication was integral to this project. We also
recognize Jason Scoggins, Baker Hostetler, and Committee Member Jocelyn Rettic for their contributions. Finally,
we thank the New York Law School Justice Action Center for its support in this endeavor.
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I.

HISTORY OF HABEAS CORPUS
A.

The Origins of Habeas Corpus: England

Habeas corpus, literally meaning “that you have the body,” is an ancient writ employed to
bring a person before a court. From its inception, the purpose of habeas corpus was to guard
against indefinite and unjust detention by the King.36 The modern day habeas has its roots in
13th century England.37 However, the writ was originally used only to bring parties to an action
into court, rather than as a mechanism to gain release from detention.38 The transformation of
the writ into a “guardian of liberty” dates to the 14th century, when the Norman Conquest
overlaid a centralized court system onto England’s existing court system.39 It was during this
period that prisoners started initiating habeas proceedings to challenge the factual and legal basis
of their detention.40 The first such use was by privileged persons, who would bring habeas
corpus proceedings in the central courts, challenging the legal rulings of the inferior courts.41 As
the power of the common law courts grew in the 15th century, so did the scope and availability of
habeas corpus.42 The writ evolved into a favored tool used by Parliament and the judiciary to
confront the English monarch’s unbridled power.43 The writ also gained significance as a

36

BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY, definition of habeas corpus (8th ed. 2004).
Habeas corpus dates back to Clause 39 of the Magna Carta of 1215. Clause 39 states: “No free man shall be taken
or imprisoned or disseised or outlawed or exiled or in any way destroyed, nor will we go or send against him, except
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mechanism to challenge political arrests by the King or his ministers.44 By 1670, habeas became
the most common remedy under English law to challenge unjust or arbitrary detention.45 As
Blackstone commented:
. . . the glory of the English law consists in clearly defining the times, the causes,
and the extent, when, wherefore, and to what degree, the imprisonment of the
subject may be lawful. This induces an absolute necessity of expressing upon
every commitment the reason for which it is made . . .46
The Habeas Corpus Act of 1679 (the “1679 Act”) exemplified the growing significance
of the writ.47 Adopted in reaction to the abuses of power by King Charles I and his ministers,48
the 1679 Act defined and strengthened the writ of habeas corpus and came to be known as “the
second magna carta, and stable bulwark of [British] liberties.”49 The writ afforded a guarantee
that individuals could not be detained by executive fiat, rather than on legally recognized
grounds, that criminal charges would be resolved according to the common law, and that
prisoners could not languish in pretrial detention when they should be bailed.50
[T]he writ of habeas corpus . . . is a remedial mandatory writ, [that] commands
the production of that subject, and inquiries after the cause of imprisonment, and
it is a writ of such a sovereign and transcendent authority, that no privilege of
person or place can stand against it. It runs, at the common law, to all dominions
held of the Crown . . . [and] is accommodated to all persons and places.51
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Habeas corpus thus came to complement the principles of due process of law, also
derived from the Magna Carta.52 The twin doctrines of habeas corpus and due process combined
to secure personal liberty against arbitrary detention by the State and ensured that any
deprivation of liberty was in accordance with the law and not at the whim of the King. In
particular, at common law habeas ensured that pre-trial detainees had a means to challenge the
facts underlying their detention and securing a right to trial.53
The English Parliament suspended the writ under certain narrow circumstances in the 17th
and 18th centuries. All the suspensions were (1) for periods less than one year; (2) adopted in
response to conspiracies against the Crown or all out rebellions; and (3) limited to suspected
crimes of treason.54 As Blackstone described the habeas suspensions:
For the parliament only, or legislative power, whenever it sees proper, can
authorize the crown, by suspending the habeas corpus act for a short and limited
time, to imprison suspected persons without giving any reason for doing so . . . In
like manner this experiment ought not only to be tried in cases of extreme
emergency; and in these the nation parts with it[s] liberty for a while, in order to
preserve it for ever.55
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B.

Extra-Territorial Application of Habeas Corpus at Common Law

At early English common law, courts also exercised habeas jurisdiction over writs filed
by enemy alien detainees.56 In the seminal 1759 case of Rex v. Schiever,57 a Swedish citizen who
had been captured on a French vessel and detained in Liverpool, England, filed a writ of habeas
corpus challenging the legality of his detention. Although the court reviewed the petition, it
denied the petitioner relief because it found ample evidence that he was a prisoner of war.58 The
Case of Three Spanish Sailors, decided in 1779, involved a habeas corpus petition filed by three
Spanish seamen who had boarded a merchant vessel bound for England on the promise of wages
upon arrival.59 After arriving in England, the ship’s captain refused to pay them wages and
turned them over to a warship as prisoners of war. The court denied relief but only after
reviewing the merits of the habeas petition. In Somerset’s Case, 1772, the court reviewed a
habeas petition by an African slave brought into England from Virginia.60 In rendering his
decision, Lord Mansfield adopted the now fundamental principle that English common law
provided certain minimum levels of substantive protection to anyone who came to England,
including non-citizens.61 Many other pre-1789 English cases confirmed the principle that noncitizens had the right to challenge the legality of their detention on habeas review.62
There are no cases where an English court refused to exercise habeas jurisdiction because
the enemy being held, while under the control of the Crown, was not within the Crown’s
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sovereignty.63 Rather, the prevailing authority at common law established that the reach of the
writ depended not on formal notions of territorial sovereignty, but on the practical question of the
extent and nature of the jurisdiction or dominion exercised by the Crown.64
Writs were issued by English courts located in overseas territories. English courts had
power to issue writs to the American colonies, the West Indies and other overseas territories.65
Although India in the eighteenth century was not sovereign territory belonging to the Crown, it
was under de facto British control.66 English courts were established in India to ensure that the
East India Company did not violate British common law.67 Because the “jailer” was operating
under the authority of the Crown or Crown-chartered organization, the Supreme Court of
Calcutta had jurisdiction over habeas claims, regardless of the alienage of the petitioner.68 For
example, in 1775, a revenue collector was released after the East India Company had detained
him for alleged late payments.69 The writ was even used to settle family disputes and to defend
people who were held pursuant to private authority rather than Company authority.70 Thus,
regardless of a prisoner’s alienage, the writ was available to any territory where the crown
possessed sufficient power and control to ensure the jailor’s obedience to the writ’s command.
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C.

Early American Habeas Law

It is no surprise that the early colonists claimed a right to habeas corpus from the
beginning.71 In the famous Bushell’s Case, Edward Bushell was jailed for refusing to issue a
guilty verdict against William Penn and William Meade for their “criminal” participation in
Quaker worship. Bushell was eventually released by writ of habeas corpus, when the court
decided that jurors must be free to return verdicts based on the evidence and un-coerced by the
courts.72 As a result, the writ of habeas corpus was memorialized in certain colony charters, in
state legislation, and in state constitutions that either expressly guaranteed the availability of the
writ, or prohibited its suspension.73 Most colonial charters and state legislators adopted the
substance of the 1679 Act.74 Four states had habeas corpus guarantees in their constitutions
before 1789.75
The Constitution’s framers were concerned not only with protections for the preservation
of the writ but also the prerogative to suspend the writ in times of national security.76 The
framers believed it would be necessary to suspend the writ in times of rebellion or invasion, or
when the public safety may require it.77 However, the concept of habeas corpus as a safeguard
of personal liberty was not lost on the framers. Alexander Hamilton commented in the Federalist
No. 84 that: “. . . the practice of arbitrary imprisonments, have been, in all ages, the favorite and
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most formidable instruments of tyranny.”78 Commenting on the necessity of judicial review,
Hamilton stated (quoting Blackstone):
To bereave a man of life, or by violence to confiscate his estate, without
accusation or trial, would be so gross and notorious an act of despotism, as must
at once convey the alarm of tyranny throughout the whole nation: but confinement
of a person, by secretly hurrying him to jail, where his sufferings are unknown or
forgotten, is a less public, a less striking, and therefore a more dangerous engine
of arbitrary government.79
Habeas corpus ran so strong in colonial America that some of the framers, particularly
the anti-federalists, were afraid that the Suspension Clause was a loophole that could be abused
by the Executive to imprison political dissidents, and argued for an affirmative habeas provision
like the one in North Carolina’s constitution.80 In a letter to James Madison, Thomas Jefferson
rhetorically queried “Why suspend the [habeas corpus] in insurrections and rebellions?”81
Jefferson answered that arrested persons should instantly be charged with a well-defined crime.82
The original draft of the Suspension Clause included a time limit, and was placed in
Article III of the Constitution under the judiciary powers.83 The final version of the Suspension
Clause did not have a time limit and was placed in Article I under congressional powers.84 In the
end, the Constitutional Convention delegates refused to expressly include the writ in the
Constitution, and the compromise resulted in the Suspension Clause, providing that: “[t]he
Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of
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Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may require it.”85 The writ of habeas corpus thus enjoys
the unique status of being the only common law writ referred to in the Constitution,86 and one of
the limited number of provisions protecting individual rights before the Bill of Rights.87
After adoption of the Constitution, the next pivotal step in the evolution of the writ as a
bulwark against unlawful and indefinite executive detention was the Judiciary Act of 1789 (the
“1789 Act”) – the first of a long line of habeas statutes giving federal courts statutory authority
to issue writs of habeas corpus.88 The first case brought under the 1789 Act was Ex parte
Burford.89 In Burford, the Supreme Court held that the writ of habeas corpus was a writ of right
that could not be refused.90 Acting upon the writ, the Court ordered the release of the prisoner
because there had been no judgment of conviction and no judicial determination following a
court hearing.91 The evolution of the writ continued with Ex parte Bollman, where Chief Justice
Marshall, again on habeas review, ordered the release of a prisoner charged with treason because
the affidavits and depositions forming the basis of his pre-trial detention did not state facts
sufficient for probable cause.92 In granting the writ, the Court explained that one of the purposes
of habeas corpus is to protect the liberty of the citizen from arbitrary government officials with
nothing to fear except “from their own consciences, the opinion of the public, and the . . .
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judgment of their posterity[.]”93 Bollman read the Suspension Clause as affirmatively requiring
Congress to vest habeas jurisdiction with the federal courts to inquire into federal
confinements.94 Relying on common law precedent in reaching the merits of the habeas petition,
the Court decided that it was vested with the power to look behind the order of commitment on
habeas review for, if not, habeas review would be useless.95 Thus, early American law followed
the English common law tradition to ensure the right to challenge the factual and legal basis of
Executive detention.96
D.

Early American Extension of Habeas Corpus to Aliens and
Alien Enemy Combatants

It is important to note that the privilege of habeas corpus, during the time period before
and at the adoption of the Constitution, did not just extend to subjects of the British Crown or
U.S. citizens; rather, the common law privileges of the writ extended also to aliens, enemy
aliens, and other alien enemy combatants. In the U.S., any alien held in federal custody could
file for the writ, even enemy aliens during wartime.
Neither the text of the Suspension Clause, nor the 1789 Act, drew any distinctions
between U.S. citizens and aliens held in federal custody.97 Early U.S. common law, beginning
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with U.S. v. Villato,98 followed the trend of early English common law, extending habeas to all
persons detained within the dominion of the Crown. In Villato, a Spaniard residing in the U.S.,
was detained on charges of high treason in Philadelphia.99 Reviewing Villato’s habeas corpus
petition, the court ruled that he had to be discharged because he was not a U.S. citizen.100
Similarly, in Ex parte D’Olivera, Portuguese sailors were detained in Boston for deserting a
Portuguese vessel.101 The court, again deciding the merits of a habeas petition, discharged the
sailors because their detainment was not authorized under the Foreign Seamen-Statutory
Regulations.102
Enemy aliens held within U.S. sovereignty have also been allowed to challenge their
detention through habeas corpus. The Alien Enemies Act of 1798 (the “1798 Act”), which is
still in force today in modified form, authorizes the President to detain, relocate, or deport enemy
aliens during times of war.103 However, the 1798 Act did not preclude enemy aliens from
petitioning the courts to review their detention. One of the earliest examples of this principle
was Lockington’s Case, where a subject of the British Crown, detained in Pennsylvania during
the War of 1812 as an enemy combatant, filed a habeas petition to challenge the lawfulness of
his detention.104 After being detained for failing to comply with a federal marshal’s relocation
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order, the petitioner moved for a writ of habeas corpus from the Pennsylvania court.105 The court
decided that the petitioner was entitled to review of his detention, but denied the habeas petition
on its merits.106 In United States v. Thomas Williams, Chief Justice Marshall sitting by
designation in the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Virginia in December of 1813,107 granted
a writ of habeas corpus demanding that the petitioner, an enemy alien detained in a county jail,
be brought to court.108 Justice Marshall found that the petitioner fell outside the scope of the
President’s regulations regarding enemy aliens and ordered his release.109 In sum, as in England,
early American history shows that the writ extended to enemy aliens detained within the U.S.
American courts continued to extend the privileges of the writ to aliens throughout the
19th century and into the 20th century. One landmark decision was Yick Wo v. Hopkins.110 In
Yick Wo, the petitioner filed a writ of habeas corpus alleging he was unlawfully deprived of his
personal liberty by the City of San Francisco, and specifically, its sheriff.111 The petitioner was a
native of China and still a subject of China, but had resided in the U.S. for over twenty years.112
The Supreme Court first decided that it had jurisdiction to review the alien’s habeas petition.113
The Court then reasoned that the protections of the Fourteenth Amendment were not limited to
U.S. citizens and that the rights of the petitioner were no less because he was still a subject of
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China.114 Ultimately, the court concluded that the alien petitioner’s imprisonment was illegal
and ordered discharge.115
E.

American Suspension of Habeas Corpus

The writ has been lawfully suspended four times in the approximately 230 years of the
Republic. The first followed the President’s unlawful attempt to suspend the writ during the
Civil War. Ex parte Merryman settled the rule that only Congress, and not the Executive, could
authorize the suspension of the writ.116 In Merryman, President Lincoln had authorized the
Commanding General of the Army to suspend the writ in response to rioting between
Washington D.C. and Philadelphia, as union troops moved down the coast.117 After being
detained without charge by the military, the petitioner filed a writ of habeas corpus and the
military officer responded that he had the authority, bestowed upon him by President Lincoln, to
suspend the writ at his discretion.118 The Court held that President Lincoln acted beyond his
constitutional authority in attempting to suspend the writ, as only Congress had the authority to
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suspend it.119 The law remains that only Congress can act to suspend the writ, or can delegate to
the President the power to suspend the writ.120
Congress has authorized habeas suspension only four times: two times were within the
continental U.S., while the other two occasions occurred outside of the continental U.S. in areas
within U.S. jurisdiction. Every habeas suspension statute was accompanied by clear suspension
language and was limited to the periods during the predicate conditions of rebellion or
invasion.121 All suspensions, except for the first, were limited to a confined geographical area.122
The first authorization immediately followed Merryman, where Congress enacted the Habeas
Corpus Suspension Act of 1863 (the “1863 Act”) authorizing habeas suspension and
empowering President Lincoln to suspend the writ as necessary to advance the war effort.123
Thereafter, Lincoln issued suspension proclamations pursuant to the 1863 Act.124 However, the
1863 Act was limited to the time of rebellion and contained certain safeguards reserving judicial
review. For example, Section 2 of the 1863 Act stated that anyone subject to Executive
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detention, where federal courts were still operating, against whom a grand jury failed to return an
indictment, was subject to discharge by the court.125
The limits of the 1863 Act were tested in Ex parte Milligan. There, the Supreme Court
addressed questions regarding the detention and trial by military commission of Lambdin P.
Milligan.126 Milligan had been arrested by military authorities in Indiana and held on the
suspicion that he supported a pro-rebel group.127 A federal circuit court in Indiana
commissioned a grand jury to hear his case, and the grand jury did not issue an indictment.128
However, Milligan was sentenced to death by a military commission.129
The Supreme Court addressed whether a writ of habeas corpus should issue, whether
Milligan should be released from custody, and whether the military commission had jurisdiction
to hear the charges against Milligan.130 The Court stated that the privilege of the “Great Writ”
had never been suspended before, but both the congressional authorization and the subsequent
executive suspension was valid.131 However, “[t]he suspension of the writ does not authorize the
arrest of any one, but simply denies to one arrested the privilege of this writ in order to obtain his
liberty.”132 The Court also ruled that the suspension of the writ does not suspend the writ itself,
as the writ is issued as a matter of course.133 It is on the return of the writ that the court decides
whether the party applying for it is denied any further proceedings.134 The Court held Milligan’s
detention did not fall within the 1863 Act and a valid writ of habeas corpus could be issued
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because Milligan was a loyal citizen living in a loyal state and could be tried by an Article III
court as Article III courts were still functioning in the state where Milligan was being held and
no indictment was issued.135 Thus, the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus can be viewed as
separate from the writ itself and even if the writ is suspended by Congress, federal courts still
have jurisdiction to determine whether the suspension is constitutional and whether the habeas
petitioner falls within the bounds of the suspension.136
After the Civil War, to assist President Grant in dealing with the emergence of the Ku
Klux Klan, Congress passed the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871 granting Grant authority to suspend
the writ in areas where the strength of armed resistance to Reconstruction made normal law
enforcement impracticable.137 Congress gave the President limited power to suspend the writ in
states where the Ku Klux Klan were so organized, armed, numerous, and powerful to be
tantamount to an armed militia rebelling against the United States.138 The President could
suspend the writ only during the continuation of such rebellion, and the habeas corpus stripping
provision of the statute was set to expire after the end of the following congressional session.139
Upon learning that nine counties in South Carolina effectively were in a state of rebellion, Grant
invoked his suspension authority to assist federal efforts in rooting out the Klan in those areas.140
The writ of habeas corpus was suspended twice more, both outside the continental U.S.
In 1902, Congress granted power to the governor of the Philippines to suspend the writ in that
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territory during a rebellion.141 That suspension act provided that habeas corpus could not be
suspended in the Philippines unless a situation of rebellion, insurrection, or invasion existed, and
could be suspended only during the time period of the predicate condition.142 In 1905, habeas
corpus was suspended for nine months in certain Philippine provinces by proclamation of the
Philippine Governor.143 In Fisher v. Baker, the petitioner filed for a writ of habeas corpus
alleging he was being detained illegally by the Philippine authorities in one of those provinces.144
The Supreme Court, in deciding whether the suspension of the writ was valid, quoted extensively
from the Governor’s resolution, which stated in part that organized bands of ladrones created a
state of insecurity and terrorism among the people of the Philippines to the extent that criminal
investigations and prosecutions could not be conducted in the ordinary way.145 The Court ruled
that the Governor’s habeas suspension resolution was valid and effectively rescinded its
jurisdiction to hear the habeas petition.146
Finally, in 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt approved the suspension of the writ by
the Governor of the Hawaiian Territory immediately following the bombing of Pearl Harbor.147
According to the Governor, suspension was necessary due to the Japanese invasion. The Hawaii
Organic Act of 1900 gave the Governor of the Hawaiian Territory broad power to suspend the
writ in the case of rebellion or invasion.148 Along with approving the habeas suspension,
Roosevelt immediately declared martial law in the Territory. In one case challenging the
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President’s approval of the Governor’s actions, a stockbroker in Honolulu challenged his
subjection to a military tribunal.149 After the Supreme Court accepted the case on certiorari,
President Roosevelt restored the writ in October of 1944 thus mooting the constitutional question
before the Court.150
Another case dealing with the Hawaiian habeas suspension was Ex parte Zimmerman.151
In Zimmerman, the petitioners filed for a writ of habeas corpus complaining that they were being
interned illegally by military officials in Hawaii during World War II.152 The Ninth Circuit held
the Governor’s suspension until further notice was authorized by the Constitution and specific
acts of Congress because of the circumstances and aftermath of Pearl Harbor.153 The court
reasoned that suspension could continue as long as the Hawaiian Territory remained in a state of
the gravest emergency with an imminent threat of a resumption of the invasion.154 The court
concluded that because of the valid habeas suspension, it could not issue a writ of habeas
corpus.155
F.

World War II and the Extension of Habeas Corpus to Enemy Aliens

The modern precedent regarding enemy aliens’ ability to challenge the legality of
executive detention within U.S. sovereignty on habeas review was established by two prominent
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cases during World War II.156 In Ex parte Quirin, German petitioners trained in sabotage
surreptitiously entered various parts of the United States during World War II.157 The petitioners
were captured and detained by agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and tried by a
military commission.158 The petitioners then filed for writs of habeas corpus, claiming that the
President was without authority to try them by military commissions and were entitled to be tried
by civil courts with all of the appropriate constitutional safeguards.159 The Government argued
that petitioners should be denied access to civil courts because they were enemy aliens.160 The
Court reasoned that nothing in the proclamation establishing the military commissions or the fact
that the petitioners were enemy aliens foreclosed consideration by the courts of the petitioners’
contentions that the Constitution and the laws of the United States forbade their trial by military
commission.161 The Supreme Court, noting its duty to preserve the constitutional safeguards of
civil liberty, then decided, without avoidable delay, whether the military commissions were in
conflict with the Constitution or laws of the United States.162 Accordingly, the Court reviewed
the petitioner’s claims, but held for the Government.163
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In the second prominent World War II case, Yamashita v. Styer, the petitioner, a general
in the Japanese army, was detained at a U.S. army base in the Philippines and charged with, and
convicted of, violations of the laws of war by a military commission.164 Petitioner sought
habeas, alleging, inter alia, that the military commission was not lawfully created and the charge
against him did not state a violation of the law of war.165 Reviewing the habeas petition on its
merits, the Court held that it was not concerned with the guilt or innocence of the petitioner, but
rather with the lawful power of the commission to try the petitioner for the offense charged.166
Further, the Court stated that absent a valid suspension of the writ, neither Congress nor the
Executive could withdraw from the courts the duty and power to make an inquiry into the
authority of the commission to try enemy aliens as may be made by habeas corpus.167
Ultimately, after reviewing the habeas petition, the court held that the military commission was
lawfully created and that the charge against the petitioner was valid.168
In Ludecke v. Watkins, Justice Frankfurter summarized habeas practice under the Alien
Enemies Act during the First and Second World Wars.169 Frankfurter stated that aliens could
challenge the construction and the validity of the statute and underlying basis for detention,
question the existence of a “declared war,”170 and review the determination of enemy alien
status.171 Throughout the 1940s, federal courts permitted German enemy aliens to challenge the
Government’s efforts to deport them to Germany without opportunity to relocate to another
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destination.172 In particular, enemy aliens were allowed to challenge, on habeas, the
determination of enemy alien status, both on the grounds that they were citizens,173 and on the
grounds that they were not natives or nationals of an enemy power.174 Thus, it is well settled that
enemy aliens, even prisoners of war, detained within U.S. sovereignty have the constitutional
right to habeas corpus.
In Johnson v. Eisentrager, the Supreme Court addressed the right to habeas corpus for
enemy aliens detained outside the United States.175 Eisentrager involved a habeas petition filed
by German nationals captured in China during World War II who were charged with permitting
or ordering continued military activities against the United States after Germany surrendered.176
They were tried by military commission in China, convicted, and imprisoned in Germany, at that
time under Allied control.177 The petitioners then appealed to the D.C. District Court for writs of
habeas corpus, which granted their petitions.178
By a vote of 6-3, the Supreme Court on certiorari overturned the court of appeals, finding
that the petitioners were not entitled to habeas relief.179 Eisentrager recognized that aliens are
afforded a generous and ascending scale of rights as they increase their identity within American
society.180 During an alien’s probationary residence, courts have steadily enlarged this right to a
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full and fair hearing before possible deportation.181 The Court also emphasized the U.S. history
of generous access to courts for resident enemy aliens.182 With regard to enemy aliens held
within the U.S., the Court explained that while a resident enemy alien is constitutionally subject
to summary arrest, internment, and deportation whenever a state of war exists, courts will
entertain his plea for freedom from executive custody to ascertain both whether a state of war
exists and whether the detained alien is in fact an enemy alien.183
However, the Eisentrager court found that it did not have knowledge of any court having
issued a writ of habeas corpus to an enemy alien who had not been within its jurisdiction during
the crimes at issue, his initial detention, trial or imprisonment.184 Accordingly, the Court held
that non-resident enemy aliens, especially those who have remained in the service of the enemy,
do not have even qualified access to U.S. courts.185 “[T]he privilege of litigation has been
extended to aliens, whether friendly or enemy, only because permitting their presence in the
country implied protection.”186 The petitioners in the case, the Court reasoned, were at no
relevant time within any territory over which the U.S. maintains sovereignty and “the scenes of
their offense, their capture, their trial, and their punishment were all beyond the territorial
jurisdiction of any court of the United States.”187 The Court also highlighted ancillary reasons
for refusing the writ, including: (1) the current aliens were actual enemy aliens and not enemy
aliens simply because of legal definition;188 (2) transportation of the prisoners to a U.S. court
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would be burdensome;189 and (3) no reciprocity could be expected in return for placing the
litigation weapon in unrestrained enemy hands.190
Notwithstanding Eisentrager’s holding that enemy aliens held outside the U.S. have no
right to habeas review, commentators have argued that in reaching the merits of the petition and
dismissing it on the merits, the Court recognized its inherent jurisdiction.191 Although
Eisentrager denied that many of the rights grounded in federal law applied to the overseas alien
detainees,192 the Court also took great pains to review the petitioner’s constitutional claims.193
Nonetheless, recent decisions have relied on Eisentrager in ruling that enemy aliens held outside
U.S. sovereignty do not have any constitutional rights, including the right to habeas corpus.194
G.

Relevant Post-World War II Habeas Developments

After World War II, the development of habeas corpus jurisprudence focused on
federalism and issues of comity between state court decisions and federal post-conviction review
of the same.195 Where the Warren Court viewed federal habeas review as a tool against arbitrary
detention and unlawful confinement by the state, the Burger and Rehnquist Courts moved the
pendulum back to primacy and finality of state court convictions. A complete discussion of
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these issues is far beyond the scope of this Report. However, below are select decisions and
statutes relevant to our discussion.
For one, the Supreme Court’s decision in Braden v. 30th Judicial Circuit Court of
Kentucky cast doubt on the continuing validity of the strict “territorial jurisdiction” rule of
Eisentrager.196 The petitioner in Braden, a U.S. citizen imprisoned in Alabama, applied to the
United States District Court for the Western District of Kentucky for a writ of habeas corpus to
compel Kentucky to grant him a speedy trial on an indictment returned by a grand jury of the
respondent court regarding whether Kentucky had lodged a detainer with Alabama.197 The
district court granted the writ, but the court of appeals reversed, holding that federal district
courts can only issue writs to those physically detained within their respective jurisdictions.198
On certiorari, the Supreme Court reversed, holding that “[t]he writ of habeas corpus does not act
upon the prisoner who seeks relief, but upon the person who holds him in what is alleged to be
unlawful custody.”199 Braden concluded that the federal habeas statute only requires the
custodian of the habeas petitioner to be within its jurisdiction, not the petitioner himself.200 In
applying this more flexible standard, Braden found that the habeas petition filed in Kentucky
should not have been dismissed on jurisdictional grounds because even though the petitioner was
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not physically within the territorial jurisdiction of the Western District of Kentucky District
Court, the respondent was properly served in that jurisdiction.201
Although the federal habeas statute incorporates – and continues to incorporate – the
basic procedures of the common law to challenge the legality of detention,202 in recent years
Congress has elected to narrow certain protections previously afforded by the statutes. 203 In the
Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 (“AEDPA”), for example, Congress
imposed a statute of limitations for habeas corpus cases, 204 and substantially restricted a
petitioner’s ability to file successive habeas petitions.205 Federal courts must dismiss any claims
raised in a previous petition, and claims not previously raised are subject to dismissal unless the
“petitioner is able to demonstrate either that the claim relies on a new retroactive legal rule, or
that new facts have been discovered . . . and that these facts establish by clear and convincing
evidence that no reasonable fact-finder would have found the petitioner guilty.”206 AEDPA also
regulated (and narrowed) the circumstances under which a federal district court is allowed to
hold an evidentiary hearing in cases in which the petitioner has failed to take advantage of state
court factual development opportunities.207 Finally, AEDPA added a new section to the habeas
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statute that limits the circumstances under which federal courts can grant habeas relief.208 As
discussed infra, Part I(H), the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of AEDPA’s
restrictions, including the limitation on successive habeas petitions.
Congress also attempted to narrow non-citizens’ rights to habeas corpus, particularly in
deportation proceedings. In I.N.S. v. St. Cyr, 209 the Supreme Court addressed Congress’ further
narrowing of the federal habeas statute in the Illegal Immigration Reform and Responsibility Act
of 1996 (“IIRIRA”).210 IIRIRA attempted to preclude judicial review in deportation proceedings
by providing that: (1) “no court shall have jurisdiction to review any final order of removal”
relating to criminal aliens211 and (2) “no court shall have jurisdiction to hear any cause or claim
by or on behalf of any alien arising from the decision or action by the Attorney General to
commence proceedings, adjudicate cases, or execute removal orders against any alien under this
chapter.”212
In June 2001, a permanent resident alien challenged the provisions of the IIRIRA filing a
writ of habeas corpus with the district court.213 At issue in St. Cyr was whether the IIRIRA
precluded the petitioner from challenging his deportation by writ of habeas corpus in federal
court.214 The Court noted “at the absolute minimum, the Suspension Clause protects the writ as
it existed in 1789” and “[a]t its historical core, the writ of habeas corpus has served as a means of
208
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reviewing the legality of Executive detention, and it is in that context that its protections have
been strongest.”215 Because of the importance of habeas, the Court further reasoned that in order
to abrogate the writ’s protections, Congress has to state so in clear language.216 After reviewing
the history of the extension of habeas to non-enemy aliens, the Court held that federal courts had
jurisdiction over at least habeas petitions regarding pure questions of law in deportation
proceedings.217 Applying this minimum constitutional guarantee combined with no clear
congressional abrogation of jurisdiction, the Court granted the habeas petition.218
H.

Adequate and Effective Habeas Substitute

Notwithstanding the limitations of the Suspension Clause, Congress can deny the
privileges of habeas corpus so long as it creates an adequate and effective habeas substitute.
However, “if a subject of Executive detention ‘were subject to any substantial procedural hurdles
which ma[k]e his remedy . . . less swift and imperative than federal habeas corpus, the gravest
constitutional doubts would be engendered [under the Suspension Clause].’”219 Thus, the
Supreme Court has always taken a hard look at attempts to create habeas substitutes, and held
that the habeas substitute must provide rights and remedies commensurate with traditional
habeas review.220 The Supreme Court has found a replacement to habeas review adequate and
effective in only three instances, and only in situations in which federal courts are reviewing
state court decisions. In U.S. v. Hayman, the Supreme Court reviewed Section 2255 of Title 42,
which extinguished the writ for those convicted of federal crimes before Article III judges in
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exchange for recourse before the sentencing court.221 The Court held Section 2255 to be an
adequate or effective substitute for habeas review because the statute provided that if the Section
2255 procedure was shown to be inadequate or ineffective, the habeas remedy would remain
open to afford the defendant the necessary hearing.222 In essence, Section 2255 provided a
remedy commensurate to habeas.223 Twenty-five years later, the Supreme Court reviewed
Section 23-110(g) of the District of Columbia Code, which provides an alternative collateral
review procedure which a defendant must utilize in the place of filing a habeas corpus petition.224
The court in Swain v. Pressley, relying heavily on Hayman, held that Section 23-110(g) was an
adequate and effective substitute for habeas because the final clause of the statute allowed the
District Court to entertain a habeas corpus application if it appeared that the remedy created by
the statute was inadequate or ineffective to test the legality of the defendant’s detention.225
Finally, in 1996, the Supreme Court reviewed restrictions on successive petitions for the
writ under the AEDPA.226 In Felker v. Turpin, the Court concluded that the statute did not
unconstitutionally suspend the writ for two reasons: first, the requirement that a habeas petitioner
obtain leave from the court of appeals before filing a second petition in the district court simply
transferred from the district to the court of appeals a screening function that would have
previously been performed by the district court; and second, the restrictions imposed by the
AEDPA were part of the evolutionary process of the habeas corpus protocol for abuse of the writ
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and did not impose on the writ itself.227 The most recent discussion of what constitutes an
adequate and effective habeas substitute occurred in the dissent to the D.C. Circuit Court’s
decision in Boumediene v. Bush, which will be discussed in detail infra Part IV(A).
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II.

LAWS OF WAR REGARDING ENEMY COMBATANTS PRE-SEPTEMBER 11TH
Before the MCA, military commissions had to comply with, inter alia, the Uniform Code

of Military Justice (“UCMJ”) and the four Geneva Conventions signed in 1949.228 While an
exhaustive review of the UCMJ and Geneva Conventions is beyond the scope of this Report, we
briefly highlight a few relevant provisions below.
A.

The Uniform Code of Military Justice

The UCMJ can be traced back to the Articles of War of 1775.229 The American Articles
of War consisted of rules for the Continental Army based on the British Articles of War.230 Two
hundred years later, after World War II, Congress created a code applicable to all branches of the
armed services, creating greater uniformity in the substantive and procedural law governing the
administration of military justice.231 This standardized code, the UCMJ, superseded all the
existing military codes and became effective in 1951.232 The following is a short summary of the
relevant provisions of the UCMJ, the Rules for Courts-Martial (“R.C.M.”) and the Military Rules
of Evidence (“Mil. R. Evid.”), issued under the UCMJ.233 Among others, prisoners of war in
custody of the armed forces and individuals who are subject to military tribunal jurisdiction
under the laws of war may be tried under these provisions.234
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The UCMJ and its corresponding rules exhibit several hallmarks of due process. For
instance, the UCMJ requires the accused to have notice of his charges as soon as possible.235
Generally, a prisoner must be brought to trial within 120 days of the preferral of charges or
imposition of restraint, whichever date is earliest.236 Similarly, the UCMJ provides that once the
prisoner is in custody or charges have been brought, the prisoner has the right to counsel present
during questioning and a right to military counsel at government expense, and may also hire
civilian counsel.237 The UCMJ and its corresponding rules are also carefully orchestrated to
preserve impartiality, both of the judge and triers of fact. The unlawful influence of courts
martial through admonishment, censure, reprimand of its members by the convening authority or
commanding officer or any unlawful attempt by a person subject to the UCMJ to coerce or
influence the action of a court martial or convening authority is prohibited.238
Under the UCMJ, the accused is presumed innocent until his guilt is established beyond a
reasonable doubt.239 Custodial coerced confessions without the statutory equivalent of Miranda
warnings are not admissible as evidence unless a narrow “public safety” exception applies.240
No person subject to the UCMJ may be compelled to answer incriminating questions.241 A
search conducted by a foreign official is unlawful if the accused is subject to gross and brutal
treatment.242 Also, the prisoner has the right to compel witnesses necessary to his defense.243
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Finally, although the UCMJ provides a direct appeal mechanism involving military
appeals, the primary means of appeal after military appeals have been exhausted for those
sentenced by military courts is by writ of habeas corpus. On habeas review, the federal district
court must determine whether the military courts have given fair consideration to each of a
prisoner’s claims.244
B.

The Geneva Conventions

In the wake of World War II, four Geneva Conventions were adopted or revised in 1949.
This Report focuses on The Third Geneva Convention of 1949, the Geneva Convention Relative
to the Treatment of Prisoners of War (“Geneva Convention III”).245 Geneva Convention III
deals with the protection afforded to prisoners of war (“POWs”).246 POWs are lawful
combatants who fall into the hands of an enemy.247
Geneva Convention III Article 3 provides that in a conflict not of international character
occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each party shall be bound to
apply, at a minimum, certain provisions protecting persons no longer taken part in active combat,
including those being detained.248 Article 3, which applies even if the relevant conflict is not
between signatories of Geneva Convention III, prohibits, with respect to those detained “(1)
violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and
244
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torture; (2) taking of hostages; (3) outrages upon personal dignity, in particular, humiliating and
degrading treatment; [and] (4) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions
without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court affording all of the
judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.”249
The balance of Geneva Convention III deals with many aspects of a prisoner’s captivity
and punishment. For the purpose of this Report, we have briefly highlighted relevant provisions
of Geneva Convention III:
Prisoners at all times must be treated humanely and with respect for their persons
and honor;250
No physical or mental torture, or any other type of coercion, may be inflicted
upon prisoners of war to secure information;251
“In no circumstances whatever shall a prisoner of war be tried by a court of any
kind which does not offer the essential guarantees of independence and
impartiality as generally recognized, and, in particular, the procedure of which
does not afford the accused the rights and means of defense provided for in
Article 105 [of Geneva Convention III];”252
The use of moral or physical coercion to induce a prisoner to admit guilt is
prohibited;253
No prisoner may be convicted without having had an opportunity to present his
defense and the assistance of qualified advocate or counsel;254
Judicial investigations relating to prisoners shall be conducted as rapidly as the
circumstances permit and so that their trials can take place as soon as possible;255
The maximum amount of time a prisoner shall be detained while awaiting trial is
three months;256
Prisoners are entitled to the assistance of their fellow prisoner comrades, to
defense by a qualified advocate or counsel of their choice, to the calling of
witnesses and to the services of a competent interpreter;257
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The detaining power must advise a prisoner of his rights in due time before
trial;258
The prisoner’s advocate or counsel must be allowed at least two weeks before the
trial, as well as the necessary facilities, to prepare the defense of the accused, to
freely visit the prisoner and interview him in private and to confer with any
witnesses, including other prisoners; and259
The particulars of the charge[s] on which the prisoner is to be arraigned, along
with any other customary information provided to the accused by the detaining
power, must be communicated to the prisoner in a language that he understands
and in good time before the start of the trial.260
C.

Army Regulation 190-8

The obligations of the U.S. in treating enemy prisoners of war in accordance with the
laws of war have been implemented by Army Regulation 190-8 (“AR 190-8”).261 AR 190-8 is a
multi-service regulation and applies to the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps.262 The
regulation establishes policies and guidance for the treatment, care, accountability, legal status
and administrative procedures for enemy prisoners of war, civilian internees, retained persons,
and other detainees.263 AR 190-8 has been applied for the processing and adjudication of enemy
combatants during Operation Desert Storm (where 69,822 Iraqi prisoners were processed), in
Panama (where 4,100 detainees were processed and 100 of those detainees were granted POW
status) and during the current conflict in Iraq to determine the status of captured enemy
belligerents.264
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In pertinent part, AR 190-8 provides that all persons taken into custody by the U.S. shall
enjoy the provisions of Geneva Convention III until some other status is determined by
competent legal authority.265 Moreover, for those detainees who assert POW status, even for
those who have committed a belligerent act or engaged in hostilities in aid of enemy forces and
assert POW status, a competent tribunal shall determine their status.266 Such hearings are
designed to take place shortly after a prisoner’s capture and detention and anyone determined to
be an innocent civilian is promptly returned to his home or otherwise released.267 Finally, AR
190-8 prohibits the admission of evidence gained by torture.268
It has been the long-standing policy of the Department of Defense to comply with the
laws of war, including Geneva Convention III, in conducting military operations and related
activities in an armed conflict.269 The Military instructs its commanders to adhere to the laws of
war regardless of the nature of the conflict and to, at least initially, afford all enemy personnel
the protections of Geneva Convention III.270
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III.

EXECUTIVE DETENTION OF ENEMY COMBATANTS AND LEGISLATIVE
AND JUDICIAL RESPONSES
It has been commonly said that September 11th changed everything. Due process

concerns inherent to Executive detention have returned to the public discourse as a result of the
Administration’s new approach to detaining suspected terrorists since September 11th. This new
approach has involved an ongoing dialogue between all three branches of Government: the
Executive’s practices, the Judiciary’s review of the same, and Congressional responses to both.
A.

Hamdi & Rasul

In Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, the Supreme Court addressed the constitutionality of the
Government’s detention of a United States citizen, Yaser Esam Hamdi, as an enemy
combatant.271 One week after the September 11th attacks, Congress passed the Authorization for
Use of Military Force (“AUMF”) which granted the President the ability to “use all necessary
and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned,
authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks” or “harbored such organizations or persons,
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in order to prevent any future acts of intentional terrorism against the United States by such
nations, organizations, or persons.”272 Soon thereafter, the U.S. invaded Afghanistan.273 During
the conflict with the Taliban, Hamdi was seized by the Northern Alliance (a coalition of military
groups opposed to the Taliban) and eventually turned over to the U.S. military.274 Alleged to
have taken up arms against the U.S., Hamdi was transferred to Guantanamo in 2002.275 In April
2002, upon learning that Hamdi was in fact a U.S. citizen, the Government transferred him to a
naval brig in Norfolk, Virginia where he remained until transfer to a brig in Charleston, South
Carolina.276 The Government detained Hamdi as an enemy combatant and on that basis alleged
that they could hold Hamdi indefinitely, without formal charges or proceedings, unless and until
it made the determination that access to counsel or further process was warranted.277 Hamdi’s
father filed a writ of habeas corpus, challenging the lawfulness of his son’s detention.278
The plurality in Hamdi first held that Congress, through the AUMF, authorized Hamdi’s
detention.279 The court reasoned that the AUMF authorized the President to use all necessary
and appropriate force against nations, organizations, or persons associated with the September
11th attacks, and that detaining individuals within that limited category fell within the
Congressional authorization.280
However, the plurality did not consider Hamdi’s detention immune from judicial review,
emphasizing that “a state of war is not a blank check for the President when it comes to the rights
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of the Nation’s citizens.”281 Absent suspension, the writ of habeas corpus remained available to
every individual detained in the U.S.282 “[T]he Great Writ of habeas corpus allows the Judicial
Branch to play a necessary role in maintaining [the] delicate balance of governance, serving as
an important judicial check on the Executive’s discretion in the realm of detentions.”283
After determining that the petitioner had the constitutional right to due process via habeas
review, the plurality highlighted the minimum amount of process due. The plurality referenced
the federal habeas statute, Section 2241 and its companion provisions, as providing a skeletal
outline of the basic procedures to be afforded in habeas review.284
[A] citizen-detainee seeking to challenge his classification as an enemy combatant
must receive notice of the factual basis for his classification, and a fair
opportunity to rebut the Government’s factual assertions before a neutral
decisionmaker . . . It is equally fundamental that the right to notice and
opportunity to be heard must be granted at a meaningful time and in a meaningful
manner. These essential constitutional promises may not be eroded.285
The plurality also held that the detainee has the right to access counsel during the proceedings.286
However, the plurality also found that, aside from the foregoing elements, enemy combatant
proceedings may be conducted in such a way as to alleviate the uncommon potential to burden
the Executive during an ongoing military conflict.287
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On the same day of the Hamdi decision, the Supreme Court considered in Rasul v. Bush
the reach of the federal habeas statute to alien enemy combatants detained at Guantanamo.288
Similar to Hamdi, petitioners – two Australians and 12 Kuwaitis – were captured abroad during
the conflict in Afghanistan.289 After being transferred to Guantanamo in early 2002, the
petitioners’ next friends filed habeas petitions and/or complaints for, inter alia, access to U.S.
courts and notice of the charges against them.290 Relying on Eisentrager, the district court,
handling all actions as habeas corpus petitions, dismissed the petitions for lack of habeas
jurisdiction. The court of appeals affirmed, also relying on Eisentrager that: “the privilege of
litigation does not extend to aliens in military custody who have no presence in any territory over
which the United States is sovereign.”291
The Rasul court reversed the appellate court holding that the district court had
jurisdiction under the federal habeas statute to hear habeas petitions filed by or on behalf of alien
enemy combatants held at Guantanamo.292 After reviewing the traditional role of the “Great
Writ” as a shield against unlawful executive detention since the Magna Carta, the Court
examined the common law and early American jurisprudence establishing access to the writ for
citizens and non-citizens alike even during times of war.293
The Court found that extending the habeas statute to aliens detained in a territory over
which the U.S. exercises plenary and exclusive jurisdiction, but not absolute sovereignty, was
“consistent with the historical reach of the writ of habeas corpus.”294 At common law, courts
exercised habeas jurisdiction over petitions of aliens detained, not only within the sovereignty of
288
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the realm, but also in all other dominions under the sovereign’s control.295 The Court reasoned
that the common law reach of the writ depended not on technical notions of sovereignty, but on
the extent and nature of the dominion exercised in fact by the sovereign.296
Applying these principles, Rasul held that because the United States exercises “complete
jurisdiction and control” over Guantanamo, those detained there were entitled to habeas under
the federal habeas statute.297 The Rasul Court first looked at the 1903 Lease Agreement of
Guantanamo Bay executed with Cuba in the aftermath of the Spanish-American War wherein the
U.S. recognized the continued sovereignty of Cuba, but Cuba consented to the U.S. exercising
complete jurisdiction and control over and within the areas of the base.298 In 1934, the U.S. and
Cuba entered into another treaty providing that the U.S. would remain in control of Guantanamo
Bay unless it abandoned the area.299 Thus, by the express terms of the agreements between the
U.S. and Cuba, the U.S. exercises complete jurisdiction and control over Guantanamo Bay, and
may continue to exercise such control permanently if it so chooses and thus clearly within the
territorial jurisdiction of the U.S.300 As Justice Kennedy summed up in his concurrence “[f]rom
a practical perspective, the indefinite lease of Guantanamo Bay has produced a place that
belongs to the United States, extending the ‘implied protection’ of the United States to it.”301
The Court rejected the court of appeals’ reliance on Eisentrager as misplaced.302 Unlike
the petitioners in Eisentrager, the petitioners in Rasul were not nationals of countries at war with
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the U.S., denied having engaged in or plotted acts of aggression against the U.S., had not been
afforded access to any tribunal, much less been charged or convicted of any wrongdoing, and
had for more than two years been detained in a territory in which the U.S. has complete
jurisdiction and control.303 In addition to distinguishing Eisentrager on its facts, the Court found
that Braden had over-ruled Ahrens v. Clark, which – relying on Eisentrager – held that
petitioner’s presence within the territorial jurisdiction of the district court was a prerequisite to
jurisdiction under the federal habeas statute.304 Relying on Braden, Rasul held that “as long as
the custodian can be reached by service of process,” the district court could exercise jurisdiction
under the federal habeas statute.305
In his concurring opinion, Justice Kennedy also found the facts in Rasul distinguishable
from Eisentrager: first, Guantanamo is in every practical purpose a territory of the U.S. and is far
removed from hostilities, and second, the petitioners have been held indefinitely at Guantanamo
with no semblance of process, while the petitioners in Eisentrager were tried, convicted, and
sentenced by a military commission.306 Particularly for the latter reason, Justice Kennedy found,
the district court should have jurisdiction to hear the habeas petitions.307
B.

Combatant Status Review Tribunals and The Detainee
Treatment Act of 2005

Within a week after the Hamdi and Rasul decisions, the Department of Defense issued an
order establishing the Combatant Status Review Tribunals (“CSRT”).308 The CSRT process is
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currently still used to classify aliens as enemy combatants.309 Once detainees arrive at
Guantanamo Bay, they are required to appear before a CSRT.310 According to the CSRT
procedures, prior to CSRT review, each detainee has already been determined to be an enemy
combatant through multiple levels of review by military officers and officials of the Department
of Defense.311 The criteria to be designated as an enemy combatant are as follows:
An “enemy combatant” for purposes of this order shall mean an individual who
was part of or supporting Taliban or al Qaeda forces, or associated forces that are
engaged in hostilities against the United States or its coalition partners. This
includes any person who has committed a belligerent act or has directly supported
hostilities in aid of enemy armed forces.312
Each CSRT is composed of three commissioned officers of the U.S. Armed Forces, with
each officer having an equal vote as to a detainee’s enemy combatant status.313 A personal
representative (who is also a military officer) who can assist the detainee in reviewing
unclassified information and questioning witnesses is appointed to each detainee.314 Classified
information may be used in the CSRT with the concurrence of the originating agency.315 The
CSRT rules state that the personal representative is not the detainee’s legal counsel316 and, in
fact, the rules prohibit the detainee from being represented by legal counsel.317 The personal
representative may share only non-classified information with the detainee, which means the
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detainee is not given access to classified information.318 Also, the personal representative has to
tell the detainee that no confidential relationship exists or may be formed between the parties.319
The personal representative may, when appropriate, be questioned by the CSRT.320
The CSRT is not bound by the rules of evidence as would apply in courts of law.321 The
CSRT can review any information it deems relevant and helpful, such as hearsay evidence or,
potentially, evidence derived from coercion or torture, to resolve the issues before it.322 The
CSRT also may admit into evidence the testimony of witnesses not appearing at the hearing,
provided via such mediums as email, fax, telephone, or video.323
To classify an alien as an enemy combatant, the CSRT must find such classification by a
preponderance of the evidence.324 The Government Evidence submitted against the detainee is
given a rebuttable presumption of being genuine and accurate.325 After a CSRT decision, a legal
advisor to the CSRT renders a legal opinion as to the legal sufficiency of the CSRT proceedings
to the Director of the CSRT.326 The Director can either approve the CSRT decision or remand
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for further proceedings.327 If the Director approves a decision that does not classify a detainee as
an enemy combatant, then that detainee is referred to the Secretary of State for deportation.328
If a detainee is classified as an unlawful enemy combatant, his status is reviewed
annually by an Administrative Review Board (“ARB”).329 The ARB’s task is to determine
whether the U.S. should continue to hold a detainee based on whether that detainee “represents a
continuing threat to the U.S. or its allies in the ongoing armed conflict against al Qaeda and its
affiliates and supporters . . . and whether there are other factors that can form the basis for
continued detention.”330 Other factors include, but are not limited to “(1) the likelihood that the
enemy combatant may be subject to trial by military commission and (2) whether the enemy
combatant is of continuing intelligence value.”331 An ARB’s determination is forwarded to the
Director of Office for the Administrative Review of the Detention of Enemy Combatants
(“OARDEC”), who then notifies the Department of Defense and other Government agencies of
the ARB’s decision.332 After OARDEC’s Staff Judge Advocate reviews the ARB’s
determination for legal sufficiency, the decision is forwarded to the Designated Civilian Official
who renders the decision as to whether an enemy combatant should still be detained.333
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In January 2005, D.C. District Court Judge Joyce Green decided several habeas petitions
filed by detainees detained as enemy combatants under various CSRTs.334 The district court
found that the CSRT procedures violated the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment
because detainees were neither given access to the classified information that supported their
detention nor were they given counsel to review that information.335 Further, with regard to
information obtained by coercion, the court found that “[a]t a minimum, due process requires a
thorough inquiry into the accuracy and reliability of statements alleged to have been obtained by
torture.”336 Finally, the court held that the overly broad definition of enemy combatant – “an
individual who was part of or supporting Taliban or al Qaeda forces[] or associated forces . . .” –
was violative of due process.337
However, D.C. District Court Judge Richard Leon came to a different conclusion in
Khalid v. Bush.338 Judge Leon held that the Guantanamo detainees had no constitutional right to
habeas and distinguished Rasul as limited to the federal habeas statute.339 Both cases were
stayed and consolidated with Boumediene v. Bush, as discussed in Part IV(A), infra.
Attempting to abrogate Rasul and provide the sole review mechanism for CSRT
decisions, Congress passed the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005 (“DTA”).340 In pertinent part,
the DTA amended Section 2241 of the federal habeas statute to clarify that “no court, justice, or
judge shall have jurisdiction to hear or consider . . . an application for a writ of habeas corpus
334
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filed by or on behalf of an alien detained by the Department of Defense at Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba.”341 The DTA also established exclusive jurisdiction in the United States Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia to review final decisions of the CSRTs, thus withdrawing all
jurisdiction from the federal district and other appellate courts.342
The review mechanism established by the DTA is limited to only two inquiries: (1)
whether the decision classifying an alien as an enemy combatant was consistent with the
standards and procedures adopted by the Department of Defense for the CSRTs and (2) whether
the use of such standards and procedures is consistent with the Constitution and laws of the
United States, to the extent that they apply.343 The DTA does not address the many detainees
that have not been classified as enemy combatants and are still held by the Government.344
In Bismullah v. Gates, the D.C. Circuit addressed the scope of review under the DTA.345
In Bismullah, eight foreign nationals classified as enemy combatants by CSRTs and detained at
Guantanamo petitioned the D.C. Circuit for review of their enemy combatant classification.346
The court held that the DTA required review based on a record consisting of all the information a
CSRT is authorized to obtain and consider (Government Information) and not just the
information actually obtained and included in the CSRT record.347 The court defined
Government Information as information reasonably available and in the possession of the
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Government bearing on the issue of whether a detainee meets the criteria to be defined as an
enemy combatant, which includes any information presented to the tribunal by the detainee or
his personal representative.348 The court further held that in order for its review to be
meaningful, it is necessary for the detainees' attorneys to have access to classified portions of the
record.349 Counsel for the detained would presumably “need to know” classified information
relating to a detainee’s case, except that the Government may withhold from counsel (but not
from the court) certain highly sensitive information.350 Moreover, the Government may inspect
correspondence from counsel to a detainee and redact anything that does not concern the events
leading up to the detainee’s capture.351 Finally, lawyers offering his or her services will have up
to two visits with a detainee in order to obtain the detainee’s authorization to seek review of
enemy combatant status as determined by a CSRT.352
Judge Rogers, in a concurring opinion, noted that the Executive’s failure to implement
and conduct the CSRT procedures in accordance with the rules promulgated by the Department
of Defense and the corruption of electronic files containing Government Information undermines
confidence in the capacity of the DTA to act as a substitute for habeas review.353
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C.

Hamdan v. Rumsfeld

At the time the DTA was enacted, a number of habeas petitions filed by Guantanamo
detainees were on appeal in the District of Columbia.354 One case, Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, was
also on the Supreme Court’s docket.355 In July 2004, the Government filed criminal charges
against Hamdan, a Yemeni national captured by military forces in Afghanistan , subsequently
detained at Guantanamo, and scheduled to be tried by military commission.356 Before the trial,
Hamdan filed suit in federal district court, seeking to enjoin the trial on various legal grounds.357
The district court granted the injunction, the court of appeals reversed, and Hamdan sought
review by the Supreme Court, which granted certiorari in November 2005.358 After the Supreme
Court granted certiorari in Hamdan, Congress passed the DTA, which included a provision
barring Guantanamo detainees from filing habeas corpus petitions.359 Shortly thereafter, the
Government moved to dismiss Hamdan on the ground that the DTA withdrew jurisdiction of the
federal courts to hear habeas petitions filed by Guantanamo detainees, even those filed before the
DTA was enacted.360 The petitioner contended that such a repeal of habeas corpus was invalid on
both constitutional and statutory grounds.361
Relying on canons of statutory construction, the Court avoided the constitutional
questions to hold that the DTA did not strip the federal courts of jurisdiction to hear Guantanamo
detainee habeas petitions pending at the time of the DTA’s enactment.362 Turning to the merits
of the petition, the Court then found, at most, the President was allowed to convene military
354
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commissions in circumstances where justified under the Constitution and laws, including the
laws of war.363 However, the Court invalidated the military commissions established to try
Hamdan as violative of the UCMJ, the American common law of war, and all four 1949 Geneva
Conventions.364 In a concurring opinion, Justice Breyer stated that Congress denied the
President the legislative authority to create the military tribunals at issue in Hamdan.365
However, in what turned out to be a precursor of events to come, Justice Breyer noted that
“[n]othing prevents the President from returning to Congress to seek the authority he believes
necessary.”366
D.

Military Commissions Act of 2006
1.

Legislative History

In response to Hamdan, the Senate passed the Military Commissions Act of 2006
(“MCA”) on September 28th, 2006, by a vote of 65-34,367 and the House on September 29th by a
vote of 250-170.368 President Bush signed the MCA into law on October 17, 2006, just months
after the Hamdan decision.369 The MCA expressly grants the President authority to prosecute
terror suspects by military tribunal,370 providing the procedural and legal framework for trials by
military commission of unlawful enemy combatants alleged to have engaged in or supported
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hostilities against the U.S.371 Despite admitted improvements from the past system, notably
providing detainees with several important procedural protections,372 the MCA contains many
questionable procedural, substantive, and jurisdictional provisions. Perhaps the most
controversial part of the MCA is its provisions stripping federal courts of jurisdiction to hear
habeas petitions filed by anyone defined as an alien unlawful enemy combatant, including but
not limited to the Guantanamo detainees.
Although the ultimate vote may not reflect it, the MCA was heavily debated. U.S.
Senator and 2008 Republican Presidential Nominee John McCain urged the passage of the MCA
to address the void and uncertainty left by Hamdan that Congress needed to quickly fill to fight
the war on terrorism.373 Notably, McCain did not mention the Act’s habeas corpus jurisdiction
stripping provisions in his remarks on the Senate floor, nor later in an op-ed for the Wall Street
Journal, where he dismissed the Act’s arguably overbroad definition of “Enemy Combatant,”
and criticized his opponent’s assertion of detainees losing the right to habeas corpus as a
“myth.”374
The Senate Judiciary Committee held hearings on the constitutionality of the MCA.375
Bradford Berenson, former Associate Counsel to President Bush, criticized Rasul v. Bush as
“open[ing] the floodgates” for lawsuits from Guantanamo detainees, arguing that the case was
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the first time that any court of a nation at war had held that its enemies captured in battle had the
right to access domestic courts and could sue the Commander-in-Chief to challenge their
detentions.376 Berenson contended that the MCA’s habeas stripping provisions were
constitutional for three reasons: first, the scope of the writ does not include enemy aliens of the
U.S. captured during an armed conflict and held abroad; second, even if those enemy aliens had
that right, the procedures of the DTA were an adequate and effective habeas substitute; and third,
there was a strong argument under the Suspension Clause in the current circumstances to
suspend or otherwise limit the applicability of habeas corpus to enemy aliens.377
The MCA had its opponents as well. Senator Patrick Leahy, who voted against the bill,
stated that the Act was “a giant step away from fairness and a further leap away from any
accountability for actions by the United States Government.”378 Passing laws that remove the
few checks available to stop the mistreatment of prisoners will not help in the war efforts, he
added.379 Senator Leahy argued that the legislation would have a devastating effect on American
security,380 and departed from fundamental American values: “. . . eliminat[ing] habeas corpus
review even for persons inside the United States, and even for persons who have not been
determined to be enemy combatants.”381 The most important purpose of habeas corpus
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according to Leahy was to correct errors of Executive detention of innocent people and for this
reason the “Great Writ” should not be suspended or otherwise eliminated.382
Several proposed amendments to the MCA were all defeated. One amendment, endorsed
by Senator Robert Byrd, would have added a sunset provision expiring the MCA after five
years.383 Senator Ted Kennedy endorsed an amendment that proposed outlawing specific
interrogation techniques, including waterboarding.384 Finally, in a proposed amendment that
drew considerable debate, Senator Arlen Specter endorsed a modification to the MCA that would
have struck the habeas stripping provisions.385 The amendment was narrowly defeated 51-48.386
2.

Scope

The MCA applies to a broad class of individuals. The act covers any alien unlawful
enemy combatant, as determined by a CSRT or other tribunal established under the authority of
the President or Secretary of Defense.387 The term “alien” is defined as a person who is not a
citizen of the United States388 and the term “unlawful enemy combatant” is defined as:
(i) a person who has engaged in hostilities or who has purposefully and materially
supported hostilities against the United States or its co-belligerents who is not a
lawful enemy combatant (including a person who is part of the Taliban, al Qaeda,
or associated forces); or (ii) a person who, before, on, or after the date of the
enactment of the Military Commissions Act of 2006, has been determined to be
an unlawful enemy combatant by a Combatant Status Review Tribunal or another
competent tribunal established under the authority of the President or the
Secretary of Defense.389
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The definition of unlawful enemy combatant can potentially apply to lawful resident aliens.390
3.

Procedures

Military commissions under the MCA must be made up of at least 5 members391 and are
presided over by a military judge.392 The Secretary of Defense prescribes regulations providing
for the manner in which military judges are detailed to military commissions.393
As mentioned above, the MCA provides certain procedural advantages that were not
afforded to detainees in the military commissions at issue in Hamdan.394 The Act specifies that
detainees should receive notice of charges “as soon as practicable,”395 and affords detainees
some form of Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination.396 Also, detainees are
allowed to present evidence for defense purposes, cross examine witnesses who testify against
them, and respond to evidence against them on the issues of guilt, innocence, or sentencing.397
Furthermore, the detainees are generally afforded the right to be present at all sessions of the
military commission.398
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In addition to prohibiting torture,399 the Act specifically provides that statements obtained
by the use of torture would be inadmissible at a military commission.400 However, the MCA also
provides:
Statements obtained before the DTA in which the degree of coercion is disputed
may be admitted if (1) the totality of the circumstances renders the statement
reliable and possessing sufficient probative value; and (2) the interests of justice
would best be served by admission of the statement into evidence.401
Further, statements after the DTA where the degree of coercion is disputed may be admissible if:
(1) the totality of the circumstances renders the statement reliable and possessing
sufficient probative value; (2) the interests of justice would best be served by
admission of the statement into evidence; and (3) the interrogation methods used
to obtain the statement do not amount to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment
prohibited by section 1003 of the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005.402
Evidentiary rules under the MCA are relaxed. Evidence is admissible under the Act if the
military judge deems it would have probative value to a reasonable person.403 Hearsay evidence,
as well as classified evidence against the accused in situations where the accused has not had an
opportunity to review and challenge the sources, methods, or activities by which that evidence
was gained, may be admissible.404 For example, the head of the executive, military or concerned
government agency may prevent classified information from disclosure if disclosure would be
detrimental to national security.405 In addition, the Act limits the Government’s responsibility to
fully disclose exculpatory evidence to the accused.406
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Another troubling section of the MCA is its exclusion of the Geneva Conventions as a
source of rights for the detained.407 For instance, the Act provides that: (1) “[n]o alien unlawful
enemy combatant subject to trial by military commission . . . may invoke the Geneva
Conventions as a source of rights”408 and (2) “no person may invoke the Geneva Conventions . . .
in any habeas corpus or other civil action . . . to which the United States . . . is a party as a source
of rights in any court of the United States or its States or territories.”409 Notably, the exclusion of
the Geneva Conventions as a source of rights contradicts another provision of the MCA that the
military commissions organized under its jurisdiction afford all the necessary judicial guarantees
that are recognized as indispensable to civilized people for purposes of common Article III of the
Geneva Conventions.410 Some crimes within the MCA’s jurisdiction are also defined in the
MCA by reference to the Geneva Conventions, creating the paradox of a person being charged
with a crime but not being able to cite the source of law providing the basis of his prosecution.411
Regarding convictions and penalties, the Act provides that no person shall be convicted
of any offense under the Act except by concurrence of two-thirds of the members present at the
time the vote is taken.412 For offenses that result in life imprisonment, or confinement for more
than 10 years, three-fourths of the members present at the time the vote is taken must concur.413
When the death penalty is sought, the number of members of a military commission shall not be
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less than 12.414 For imposition of the death penalty, the vote must be unanimous as to the guilt
of the offense charged and the sentence of death.415
4.

Habeas Corpus

Section 7(a) of the MCA amends the federal habeas statute by providing:
[n]o court, justice, or judge shall have jurisdiction to hear or consider an
application for a writ of habeas corpus filed by or on behalf of an alien detained
by the United States who has been determined by the United States to have been
properly detained as an enemy combatant or is awaiting such determination.416
Section 7(b) further amends the federal habeas statute in pertinent part:
Except as provided in [the DTA] . . . no court, justice, or judge shall have
jurisdiction to hear or consider any other action against the United States or its
agents relating to any aspect of the detention, transfer, treatment, trial, or
conditions of confinement of an alien who is or was detained by the United States
and has been determined by the United States to have been properly detained as
an enemy combatant or is awaiting such determination.417
Regarding the verdicts of military commissions, the MCA allows collateral appeals only
to the D.C. Circuit Court and, by writ of certiorari, to the U.S. Supreme Court.418 The MCA
limits the D.C. Circuit’s review to matters of law and retains the DTA’s scope, limiting the D.C.
Circuit’s review to whether the final decision was consistent with the standards and procedures
of the MCA and, to the extent applicable, the Constitution and laws of the United States.419 The
MCA precludes all other possible avenues of judicial review by stating that:
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no court, justice, or judge shall have jurisdiction to hear or consider any claim or
cause of action whatsoever, including any action pending on or filed after the date
of the enactment of the Military Commissions Act of 2006, relating to the
prosecution, trial, or judgment of a military commission under this chapter,
including challenges to the lawfulness of procedures of military commissions
under this chapter.420
Finally, jurisdiction stripping provisions of the MCA apply retroactively. 421
The habeas stripping provisions of the MCA also eliminate any meaningful way of
enforcing the Act’s anti-torture provisions.422 While Section 6(c)(1) of the MCA provides that
no individual in U.S. custody shall be subject to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or
punishment,423 section 7(a) strips the federal courts of jurisdiction to hear habeas corpus petitions
challenging any aspect of the treatment or detention of a detainee, without providing an
alternative means of challenge.424
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IV.

BOUMEDIENE AND POST-MCA DEVELOPMENTS
A.

Boumediene v. Bush

Shortly after passage of the MCA in October 2006, the Government moved to dismiss
various pending habeas petitions in the District of Columbia.425 Before the MCA, as discussed
in Part III(B), supra, Judge Green rejected the Government’s motion to dismiss petitioners’
habeas petitions in In re Guantanamo Detainee Cases.426 Judge Richard J. Leon, however,
granted the motion to dismiss in the two cases before him (Khalid v. Bush and Boumediene v.
Bush).427 On appeal, the D.C. Circuit consolidated all cases for argument. The lead case was
Boumediene v. Bush, with the companion case named Al Odah v. United States.428 A divided
appellate court upheld the constitutionality of the habeas corpus jurisdiction stripping provisions
of the MCA in Boumediene.429 Although the Supreme Court first denied petitioners’ certiorari
petition, the Court later reversed itself, agreeing to hear the case and held oral arguments in
December 2007. The decision is expected at the end of the 2007-2008 Term.
The issue in Boumediene was whether the MCA stripped the ability of the detainees to
file habeas petitions in federal court and, if so, whether the MCA constituted an unconstitutional
stripping of habeas corpus.430 The majority first held that the MCA applies retroactively, thus
barring the federal courts from hearing all pending Guantanamo habeas petitions.431 Turning to
the constitutional question, the court examined the history of habeas at common law, and found
425
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no cases extending the writ to enemy aliens outside the sovereignty of the British Crown.432 The
majority thus concluded that habeas corpus would not have been available in 1789 to aliens
without presence or property within the United States.433 The majority also relied on Eisentrager
and subsequent cases as “establishing that certain constitutional protections available to persons
inside the United States are unavailable to aliens outside of [the United States’] geographic
borders.”434 Notably, the majority declined to distinguish those detained at Guantanamo from
Eisentrager, citing Congress’s determination in the DTA that in a geographical sense, the United
States does not include Guantanamo Bay.435 In sum, the majority held that petitioners did not
have a constitutional right to habeas corpus and dismissed the case.436
In her dissent, Judge Rogers argued that the MCA’s suspension of habeas corpus was
unconstitutional and did not preclude federal courts from hearing habeas petitions filed by
Guantanamo detainees.437 The dissent first agreed with the majority that the habeas corpus
jurisdiction stripping provisions of the MCA applied retroactively to the pending detainee
petitions.438 However, the dissent strikingly departed from the majority in concluding that the
writ as it existed in 1789 would have been available to the Guantanamo detainees. According to
Judge Rogers, the lack of English cases showing an extension of habeas to enemy alien detainees
held outside the Crown’s sovereignty was “a consequence of the unique confluence of events
that defines the situation of those detainees and not a commentary on the reach of the writ at
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common law.”439 Conversely, the dissent pointed out that there are no cases where an English
court “has refused to exercise habeas jurisdiction because the enemy being held, while under the
control of the Crown, was not within the Crown’s dominion.”440 Indeed, the dissent noted
various examples from the common law establishing that foreign nationals were able to
challenge their detention under habeas whether detained within or without the sovereignty of the
Crown.441 Most importantly, the dissent criticized the majority for ignoring the Supreme Court’s
declaration in Rasul that “[a]pplication of the habeas statute to persons detained at the
[Guantanamo] base is consistent with the historical reach of the writ of habeas corpus.”442
After concluding that petitioners were entitled to habeas, the dissent examined whether
the CSRT and MCA were adequate and effective habeas substitutes. Applying the “adequate
and effective” standard, the dissent found that the CSRT procedure and the accompanying
limited judicial review failed to provide a procedure commensurate to habeas corpus.443 The
dissent noted various failings of the CSRT rendering it an inadequate and ineffective habeas
substitute. First, the CSRT procedure did not provide sufficient similar procedure afforded to a
petitioner in habeas review.444 Typically, the detainee must have notice of the charges against
him and be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present evidence contesting the legality of his
detention.445 Under the CSRT, however, the detainee might not be informed of his charges and
might not be given the opportunity to introduce rebuttal evidence.446
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Furthermore, the dissent concluded, the limited appeal structure of CSRT determinations
were not designed to cure the procedural inadequacies. The D.C. Circuit Court may review only
the record developed by the CSRT to assess whether the CSRT has complied with its own
standards and procedures.447 Also, while the D.C. Circuit Court can review the CSRT to ensure
consistency with the Constitution and laws of the United States, the writ should always issue
whenever the Executive lacks a lawful justification for continued detention.448 Finally, even if
the D.C. Circuit in its limited review capacity determines that a detainee is being unlawfully
held, a remedy is not guaranteed.449 Thus, the dissent concluded that the MCA did not set up an
adequate and effective substitute for federal habeas review.
In conclusion, the dissent addressed the validity of Congress’ suspending the writ.
Congress, the dissent argued, has rarely suspended the writ and, in those rare instances, has
always made the predicate finding of rebellion or invasion and limited the suspension to the
length of the predicate conditions.450 Because the MCA contains neither of these hallmarks of
suspension, the dissent found that the MCA was not a valid habeas suspension.
The Supreme Court initially denied certiorari in Boumediene.451 The Boumediene
petitioners filed a motion for rehearing of the denial of certiorari, and the Court, reversing itself,
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granted the motion for rehearing and ordered the case set for oral argument.452 This development
was quite surprising, as the Court has not granted a motion to reconsider an initial denial of
certiorari in recent memory.453 Although there is little information as to the Supreme Court’s
change of heart, it has been speculated that Justice Kennedy changed his vote,454 thus retreating
from his earlier position that the other remedies available to the petitioners had to be exhausted
first.455 Lawyers involved in the case speculated that an affidavit by Stephen E. Abraham, a
former military official who worked in the Office for the Administrative Review of the Detention
of Enemy Combatants, may have influenced the Court’s decision.456 Abraham’s affidavit
alleged, among other things, a biased process that was skewed towards classifying detainees as
enemy combatants.457
Many individuals and organizations filed amicus curiae briefs in Boumediene before the
Supreme Court.458 A group of retired military officers filed a brief supporting Boumediene and
Al Odah, while another group supported the government's position.459 Legislators from Canada,
the United Kingdom, and Europe filed in support of the petitioners,460 as did a group of legal
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historians461 and several groups of law professors.462 Interestingly, conservative and libertarian
organizations were split, with the American Center for Law and Justice and the Washington
Legal Foundation supporting the government.463 Meanwhile, the Cato Institute and the
Rutherford Institute supported the detainees.464 Senator Arlen Specter, the ranking Republican
member of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, also filed a brief supporting Boumediene and
Al Odah's position.465 But perhaps the most interesting brief was filed by a group of specialists
in Israeli military and constitutional law, who argued that Israel has managed to preserve
meaningful judicial review of executive detentions (including the right to counsel) under
extremely difficult circumstances, and that there is no reason America should not follow suit.466
B.

Hamdan (II), al-Marri and other MCA Case Law

As discussed above, after the passage of the MCA, the Department of Justice formally
notified the D.C. District Court that it no longer had jurisdiction to consider the hundreds of
pending habeas corpus petitions filed by Guantanamo detainees.467 The first case to be decided
by the D.C. District Court after the notice was Hamdan v. Rumsfeld (II).468 On remand from the
Supreme Court’s Hamdan decision, the Government sought dismissal of Hamdan’s petition for
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habeas relief, arguing that the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction in light of the MCA. The
court first ruled that Congress did in fact intend to limit the statutory habeas jurisdiction of the
federal courts,469 but held that the MCA was not a constitutionally valid suspension of the writ of
habeas corpus.470 The protection of habeas corpus is absolute in the absence of rebellion or
invasion, and because neither rebellion nor invasion were occurring at the time the MCA was
enacted, as it had during the four times Congress had previously suspended habeas, “the Great
Writ ha[d] survived the Military Commissions Act . . . . [and] if and to the extent that the MCA
operates to make the writ unavailable to a person who is constitutionally entitled to it, it must be
unconstitutional.”471
The court, however, held that Hamdan was not entitled to habeas corpus. Finding no
authority in the common law where aliens outside of the Crown’s sovereignty had the right to
seek habeas relief, the court concluded that in American habeas actions, alien petitioners had
access to the writ largely because they resided, lawfully or unlawfully, on American soil.472
Hamdan lived for five years within the plenary and exclusive jurisdiction of the United States,
the court reasoned, but he has not become enough a part of the population to separate himself
from the common law tradition generally barring non-resident aliens from accessing courts
during wartime.473 Relying on Eisentrager as the controlling authority on the availability of
constitutional habeas to enemy aliens, the court dismissed Hamdan’s petition for lack of subject
matter jurisdiction.474 Recently, the Supreme Court, without discussion, denied the petitioner’s
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motion to expedite consideration for a writ of certiorari,475 and the case is now on appeal to the
D.C. Circuit Court.
Hamdan (II) foretold the D.C. Circuit Court’s later decision in Boumediene and several
other courts have relied on Boumediene’s holding in dismissing habeas petitions from foreign
nationals. In Kiyemba v. Bush, the D.C. Circuit Court dismissed petitions from nine alleged
enemy combatants being held at Guantanamo Bay because of lack of subject matter
jurisdiction.476 The D.C. District Court in Hicks v. Bush relied on Boumediene to reject an
injunction application under the All Writs Act because it lacked subject matter jurisdiction.477
Finally, in Zalita v. Bush, the D.C. District Court cited Boumediene to decline to enjoin the
Government from transferring a detainee to a country where he alleged he would be subject to
torture and extrajudicial killing.478
The Government’s reliance on the MCA to dismiss habeas petitions filed by those
detained as enemy combatants is not limited to Guantanamo detainees. In al-Marri ex rel.
Berman v. Wright, the Government moved to dismiss al-Marri’s habeas petition challenging his
detention in a South Carolina naval brig as an alleged enemy combatant. In 2003, al-Marri, a
citizen of Qatar and lawful U.S. resident under a student visa, was weeks away from trial for
credit card fraud when the Bush administration declared him an enemy combatant, removed him
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from the criminal justice system, and detained him in a military brig in South Carolina.479
Human Rights Watch alleged that “[h]e was held incommunicado for sixteen months until
attorneys acting on his behalf finally were allowed to see him.”480 He then filed a habeas corpus
petition in the District Court of South Carolina.481 After the district court dismissed his habeas
petition, al-Marri appealed to the Fourth Circuit.482 The MCA was passed during al-Marri’s
appeal and the Government moved to dismiss arguing that the MCA stripped all federal courts of
jurisdiction over any non-citizen determined to be an unlawful enemy combatant, regardless of
where they were arrested or detained.483 The case marked the first instance of the
Administration’s attempt to use the MCA’s broad scope to classify a lawful U.S. resident an
enemy combatant and detain him within the U.S. without habeas review.484
The Fourth Circuit reversed the district court’s denial of the writ. Because al-Marri was
captured and detained within the United States, he had a constitutional right to habeas unless
Congress had invoked its powers under the Suspension Clause, and it had not.485 The
Government claimed that the CSRT process was an adequate and effective substitute, but the
Fourth Circuit questioned whether the process could provide al-Marri with a substitute remedy,
as he was never afforded a CSRT and nothing guaranteed that he be granted one.486 Al-Marri
also raised substantial questions as to whether the process, had it been available to him, would be
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constitutionally adequate.487 The court declined to answer the constitutional question, however,
relying on the well-established canons of statutory construction that, if fairly possible, a statute
should be construed in a way to avoid serious constitutional issues.488 Thus, the court construed
the MCA as inapplicable to al-Marri.
Turning to the merits, the government’s primary claim was that detention of al-Marri was
authorized by the AUMF. The court contrasted al-Marri with the cases of Hamdi and Padilla,
noting that the latter had borne arms against the United States in Afghanistan while the former
had not.489 The court used this distinction to underscore the reason the detention of Hamdi and
Padilla was authorized: to prevent their return to the battlefield. According to the court, Hamdi
and Padilla follow Ex parte Quirin: that individuals who have allied themselves with the
“military arm of the enemy government” are considered enemy combatants.490 In contrast, citing
Ex parte Milligan, the court stated that an individual who merely communicated with the enemy,
conspired to seize munitions, and joined an organization whose purpose was to overthrow the
government of the United States was not an enemy combatant.491 Additionally the court pointed
out that Congress has provided for a means of detaining enemy civilians under the Patriot Act –
which authorizes detention only by civilian law enforcement, places the process under
Congressional oversight, and limits the detention to a period far shorter than the period of time
al-Marri has been detained.492
Accordingly, the Fourth Circuit reversed the lower court’s decision and remanded the
case with instructions to grant a writ of habeas corpus directing the release of al-Marri from
487
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military custody.493 As the Fourth Circuit voted to rehear the case en banc, al-Marri remains in
military custody. According to a March 14, 2008 article in the Charleston Post and Courrier, alMarri has now been held in solitary confinement for more than 1,700 days.494
C.

Extra-Territorial Executive Detention Outside of Guantanamo

As the numbers of detainees held at non-Guantanamo locations increases, several cases
concerning the detention of individuals held in locations such as Iraq and Afghanistan have
surfaced. For instance, in 2007, Judge Thomas F. Hogan of the D.C. District Court held that
individuals detained in Iraq and Afghanistan could not bring a civil action against high-ranking
military officers for alleged torture.495 The court declined to find a cause of action arising from
Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Federal Bureau of Narcotics and its progeny,
establishing personal liability for Government officials for violating clearly established
constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known.496 Because the defendants
were “nonresident aliens who were injured extraterritorially while detained by the military in
foreign countries where the United States is engaged in wars,” the court found it clearly
established that the protections of the Fifth and Eight Amendments did not apply.497 The court
cited to several Supreme Court precedents, including Eisentrager, United States v. VerdugoUrquidez, and Zadvydas v. Davis, to support its conclusion.498 The court also relied on
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Boumediene to bolster its holding that aliens without property or presence in the United States
have no constitutional rights.499
In Omar v. Harvey, an American citizen held in Iraq filed a habeas petition challenging
his detention.500 Omar alleged that he was being held by American military officials as an enemy
combatant, for over two years without formal charges and access to counsel.501 His habeas
petition was brought upon his referral to the Central Criminal Court of Iraq for trial.502 The
Omar court held that the federal habeas statute reached American citizens detained in Iraq.
Because the respondents (the Secretary of the Army and two high-ranking army officers) were
amenable to service in the District of Columbia and Omar was in custody under or by color of
the United States, the district court had jurisdiction to hear Omar’s habeas petition.503
In Ruzatullah v. Rumsfeld, two detainees at Bagram Air Force Base in Afghanistan filed
habeas petitions, and the government has moved for dismissal based on the MCA.504 The
detainees argue that the MCA is not applicable to them since they do not enjoy even the limited
procedural protections available to detainees at Guantanamo, or, in the alternative, that it violates
their constitutional habeas rights. They argue that Bagram Air Force Base is just as much under
U.S. control as Guantanamo, citing provisions of the lease for the use of the base.505 The D.C.
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District Court has denied the government’s motion to dismiss pending the Supreme Court’s
ruling in Boumediene.506
D.

Legislative Proposals

On December 5, 2006, Senators Specter and Leahy introduced the Habeas Corpus
Restoration Act of 2006 – a bill that would grant statutory habeas rights to those whose rights
were repealed by the MCA.507 The bill would strike the limitations on habeas corpus created by
the MCA, striking Subsection (e) of Section 2241 of Title 28, and amending Section 950j of Title
10 to allow habeas relief.508 In his remarks to Congress, Senator Specter stated that he believed
the federal courts would strike down the habeas corpus jurisdiction stripping provisions of the
MCA.509 The United States was not in a time of rebellion or invasion and the limited review
provided by the D.C. Circuit Court would not maintain the traditional constitutional right of
habeas corpus.510 Moreover, Senator Specter stated that the Supreme Court in Rasul made it
clear that habeas corpus rights apply to aliens as well as U.S. citizens.511 Senator Leahy’s
remarks focused on the repercussions of the habeas corpus jurisdiction stripping provisions of
the MCA. He stated that “the remedy that secures the most basic of freedoms [freedom from
indefinite detention at the will of the Executive] is habeas corpus,” and the MCA eliminated that
right permanently for any non-citizen determined to be an enemy combatant, or who was
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awaiting such determination.512 Included in that category, Senator Leahy emphasized, were the
approximately twelve million lawful permanent residents within the United States who pay
taxes, work for American firms, and raise American children.513
In 2007, Senator Chris Dodd introduced the Restoring the Constitution Act of 2007. This
legislation would require that the United States comply with the Geneva Conventions, provide
for the appeal of military commission decisions to the United States Court of Appeals for the
Armed Forces, create new war crimes for denial of trial rights and engaging in cruel, degrading,
and inhuman treatment, and repeal the jurisdiction stripping portion of the DTA.514 The act was
read twice and referred to a committee, but no further action has been taken on it.515
Senators Leahy and Specter also introduced the Habeas Corpus Restoration Act of 2007,
which is identical to its 2006 counterpart. By a vote of 11-8, the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary passed the Habeas Corpus Restoration Act. The bill has yet to come before the full
Senate.516 A companion bill, H.R. 1416, was introduced in the House; however, no action has
been taken on it in over a year.517
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V.

CONSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE MCA’S HABEAS STRIPPING
PROVISIONS
As discussed above in Part III, supra, Section 7 of the MCA amends the federal habeas

statute to provide that no court, justice, or judge of the United States shall have jurisdiction to
hear a petition for habeas corpus filed by an alien determined to be an enemy combatant or
awaiting such determination.518 Section 3 of the MCA provides that, notwithstanding the federal
habeas statute, no court, justice, or judge of the U.S. shall have jurisdiction to hear any claim
relating to the prosecution, trial, or judgment of a military commission, including challenges to
the lawfulness of procedures of military commissions. Taken together, these provisions prevent
any federal court from hearing any habeas corpus challenges to the legality of the detentions of
those held at Guantanamo.
The issue raised before the Supreme Court in Boumediene is whether the MCA is
consistent with the Suspension Clause of the U.S. Constitution. The few courts that have
addressed the issue of whether Congressional action qualifies as a valid suspension have
generally followed a three-prong approach. First, courts look to whether Congress suspended the
writ consistent with the prerequisite requirements of rebellion or invasion of the Suspension
Clause. If so, the analysis ends there and congressional suspension is constitutional, no matter
the class of persons subject to the suspension. If Congress has not validly suspended the writ,
courts will decide whether the class of persons to which Congress has stripped of access to the
courts have the right to habeas corpus. If not, then the Congressional action does not offend the
Suspension Clause. If so, Congress will not have violated the Suspension Clause only if it has
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established an adequate and effective substitute to habeas review.519 Applying this analysis, this
Report concludes that Congress has not validly suspended the writ, that the class of persons held
at Guantanamo have the constitutional right to habeas review, and that Congress has failed to
provide them an adequate and effective habeas substitute.
A.

The MCA Unconstitutionally Suspends Habeas Corpus

Except during the rare valid suspensions, habeas corpus has steadfastly remained a
critical check on the Executive ensuring against indefinite and unlawful detention.520
Accordingly, any abrogation by Congress of so fundamental a tool for securing liberty has been,
and should be, subject to the strictest of judicial review. Congress and the courts are held to the
clear and unambiguous language of the Constitution which commands that suspension of habeas
corpus is limited to only two narrow circumstances: “The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus
shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may
require it.”521 The statutory history of the clause demonstrates that this narrow exception was
intended to be limited to the rare circumstances identified therein. The Constitution’s Framers
agreed to the narrow exception of rebellion or invasion only after considering – and rejecting –
authorizing suspension “on the most urgent occasions” or forbidding suspension altogether.522
Moreover, the limiting language is not discretionary. The phrase “shall not be suspended” is
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mandatory and therefore any suspension falling short of the invasion or rebellion predicate is
constitutionally invalid as “[the Suspension Clause’s] protection is absolute in the absence of
‘invasion’ or ‘rebellion.’”523
A strict approach is not only required by the express language of the Suspension Clause
itself, but also by Congress’ historically narrow application. Congress has only authorized
suspension of the writ four times.524 In all four cases, each suspension (1) was accompanied by
clear legislative statements of Congressional intent to suspend the writ; (2) occurred during a
period of incontrovertible rebellion or invasion; and (3) was limited to times of rebellion or
invasion and narrowed geographically to the location of the uprising.525
Furthermore, the Supreme Court has made clear that when Congress suspends habeas, the
suspension should be carefully construed to ensure that the person being denied habeas actually
falls within the ambit of the suspension. As detailed supra Part I(F), in Ex parte Milligan,
Congress suspended the writ of habeas corpus during the Civil War in war-torn areas that had
broken down to the point that Article III judges were no longer holding court. The Government
denied Milligan habeas review in a jurisdiction where Article III courts were in fact functioning
and argued that he still fell under the suspension act. The Court held that Milligan was entitled
to habeas as he was detained in an area where Article III courts were still operating and Congress
had only contemplated suspending habeas corpus in jurisdictions where courts were no longer
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available.526 Thus, the text and history of the Suspension Clause indicate that courts strictly
review any Congressional abrogation of the writ.
In passing the MCA, Congress did not validly suspend the writ of habeas corpus.527 The
text of Article I, Section 9, Clause 2 clearly states that Congress may not suspend the writ unless
one of two possible circumstances exist – rebellion or invasion. Here, neither rebellion nor
invasion was occurring at the time the MCA was passed.528 Unlike all of the prior suspensions,
Congress made no findings of rebellion or invasion in the MCA. The terms “rebellion” or
“invasion” do not appear anywhere in Section 7 of the MCA (the habeas corpus jurisdiction
stripping section) nor do those terms appear anywhere else in the MCA. Moreover, contrary to
prior valid suspensions, the MCA’s habeas corpus jurisdiction stripping provisions are without
time and geographic limits.529 Accordingly, the MCA should be struck down as outside
Congressional authority or repealed by Congress itself.
B.

Guantanamo Detainees are Entitled to Habeas Corpus

As of the writing of this Report, approximately 270 detainees remain at Guantanamo.530
These detainees have been held – some as long as six years – without judicial review into the
legality of their detention. The immediate question before the Supreme Court in Boumediene is
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whether these detainees have a constitutional right to challenge their detention under the writ of
habeas corpus. For the reasons stated below, the Committee concludes that they do.
1.

Historical Access of Non-Citizens to Habeas Corpus

Under the best tradition of Anglo-American law, courts will not deny hearing to
an unconvicted prisoner just because he is an alien whose keep in legal theory, is
just outside our gates . . . United States officers [may not] take without due
process of law the life, the liberty or property of an alien who has come within our
jurisdiction; and that means he must meet a fair hearing with fair notice of the
charges.531
Habeas has traditionally been afforded to aliens, including enemy combatants and
prisoners of war, even in times of war. In England, the protections of the writ were not limited to
subjects of the Crown, as aliens, enemy aliens, and prisoners of war were allowed to challenge
the legality of their detention on habeas review.532 The broad protections of the writ continued in
early American jurisprudence, as both before and after adoption of the Constitution, aliens were
given access to habeas corpus to challenge their detentions in the context of treason and
deportation proceedings.533 For instance, enemy aliens during the War of 1812 were allowed to
challenge the legality of their detention, and in one case, an enemy alien even won his release on
habeas review.534 The law has long been that once an alien enters the U.S. and becomes part of
its population (even illegally), that alien cannot be deported, nor otherwise deprived of his life,
liberty, or property without due process.535
Most recently, during World War II and its aftermath, enemy aliens and prisoners of war,
detained within the U.S., even though subject to military commissions, were allowed to
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challenge the legality of their detentions on habeas review.536 The Supreme Court has
consistently held that, absent suspension of the writ, neither Congress nor the Executive could
eliminate the power of the courts to rule on the legality of the detainee’s detention on habeas
review.537 In sum, when detained within the U.S., aliens, no matter their status, have the
constitutional right to habeas review regarding the legality of their detention. There is no
question that if the Guantanamo detainees were held in a state or territory of the United States
they would have an unfettered right to challenge their detention by habeas review.
2.

At Common Law, Rights of Aliens to Habeas Corpus Review
Extended to Territories Under Dominion of the Crown Similar to
Those Held at Guantanamo

“[A]t the absolute minimum, the Suspension Clause protects the writ as it existed in
1789.”538 As explained by the Supreme Court in Rasul and discussed supra Part IV(B), “at
common law courts exercised habeas jurisdiction over the claims of aliens detained within
sovereign territory of the realm, as well as the claims of persons detained in the so-called
‘exempt jurisdictions,’ where ordinary writs did not run and all other dominions under the
sovereign’s control.”539 Quoting Lord Mansfield, the Supreme Court concluded that “even if a
territory was ‘no part of the realm,’ there was ‘no doubt’ as to the court’s power to issue writs of
habeas corpus if the territory was ‘under the subjection of the Crown.’”540 The Rasul court
continued that “later cases confirmed that the reach of the writ depended not on formal notions of
territorial sovereignty, but rather on the practical question of ‘the extent and nature of the
jurisdiction or dominion exercised in fact by the Crown.’”541 Nor did the Rasul court find that
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access to habeas review depended on who sought its protections, concluding that “the remedy of
habeas corpus was not confined to British subjects but would extend to ‘any person … detained’
within reach of the writ.” 542
Rasul’s finding – albeit dicta – is consistent with the writ’s historic application. In
addition to those noted by the Supreme Court, there are numerous other examples from 17th and
18th century England of the writ extending to territories beyond the sovereignty of the Crown,
such as the American colonies, West Indies, and other territories.543 For example, the writ
extended to India well before England’s assertion of sovereignty in 1813.544 In fact, there are no
cases where an English court refused to exercise habeas jurisdiction because the enemy being
held, while under the control of the Crown, was not within the Crown’s sovereignty.545
Applying these principles, the Supreme Court in Rasul found that because the United
States exercises “complete jurisdiction and control” over Guantanamo, those detained there by
the Administration were entitled to habeas under the federal habeas statute.546 The Rasul court
examined the de facto indicia of control the U.S. has over Guantanamo apparent in the various
treaties and lease agreements with Cuba.547 By the express terms of the agreements between the
U.S. and Cuba, the U.S. exercises complete jurisdiction and control over Guantanamo, and may
continue to exercise such control permanently if it so chooses; thus, Guantanamo is clearly
within the territorial jurisdiction of the U.S.548 As Justice Kennedy summed up in his
concurrence “[f]rom a practical perspective, the indefinite lease of Guantanamo Bay has
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produced a place that belongs to the United States, extending the ‘implied protection’ of the
United States to it.”549
For the purposes of a constitutional right to habeas corpus, the U.S.’s complete control
and territorial jurisdiction over Guantanamo in the context of statutory habeas is equally
applicable to the reach of common law habeas. Indeed, the tone and tenor of the Rasul opinion
steeped in common law precedent and authorities can lead to no contrary conclusion that the
Guantanamo detainees fall squarely within the ambit of the writ as it existed in 1789.
Many have argued that the Supreme Court’s decision in Johnson v. Eisentrager
(discussed supra Part I(E)) precludes extension of habeas rights to the Guantanamo detainees.550
As explained by the Supreme Court in Rasul, Eisentrager relied on six facts, all critical, in
making its determination that the alien petitioners detained outside of U.S. sovereignty did not
have the constitutional right to habeas review:
he (a) is an enemy alien; (b) has never been or resided in the United States; (c)
was captured outside of our territory and there held in military custody as a
prisoner of war; (d) was tried and convicted by a Military Commission sitting
outside the United States; (e) for offenses against laws of war committed outside
the United States; and (f) is at all times imprisoned outside the United States.551
Rasul emphasized that the detainees at Guantanamo “differed from the Eisentrager detainees in
important respects.” 552 The former are not nationals of countries at war with the United States
and deny that they have engaged in or plotted aggression against the United States.553 Moreover,
most detainees at Guantanamo were not captured by the U.S. or its allies in the conventional
549
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sense; rather, they were handed over in exchange for handsome ransoms.554 Most importantly,
as noted in the Rasul plurality opinion and emphasized by Justice Kennedy in his concurrence,
the detainees at Guantanamo – unlike the prisoners of war in Eisentrager – “have never been
afforded access to any tribunal much less charged with and convicted of wrongdoing” and are
being held indefinitely.555 Although some military commissions are finally about to take place,
most detainees have been held for over five years with no access to any tribunal, much less an
impartial one, and with bleak prospects of access to any tribunal in the near future.556 Finally,
Guantanamo detainees are imprisoned in a place that is, in every practical respect, a United
States territory, unlike the detainees in Eisentrager, who were convicted in China and detained in
Germany.557
The Guantanamo detainees thus stand in sharp contrast to the Eisentrager petitioners who
were convicted war criminals and admitted enemy aliens and had received full military trials.
The habeas petitions brought in Eisentrager – unlike those brought by the Guantanamo detainees
– are therefore more akin to collateral, post-conviction challenges, which traditionally are more
circumscribed than pre-conviction challenges because of the presumption of some validity to the
underlying trial.558 Whereas here, when the “Executive detains an individual without trial, the
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risk of unlawful incarceration is at its apex,” as is the judiciary’s power to test that detention.559
Eisentrager is inapposite.560
C.

The Current System of Review, Detention and Trial of Enemy Combatants is
Not an Adequate and Effective Habeas Substitute

Notwithstanding the foregoing, Congress can avoid violation of the Suspension Clause by
creating an adequate and effective alternative to habeas review that alien detainees can employ to
challenge the legality of their detention.561 As discussed supra Part I(H), the Supreme Court has
upheld a habeas substitute in only three instances.562 In those cases the Supreme Court set forth
two underlying principles for assessing substitute habeas regimes: first, the substitution must
afford the same cluster of protections afforded by the traditional writ (in all constitutional
respects), and second, the substitute must provide a remedy as adequate and effective as the
traditional writ.563 However, even if the habeas substitute did not afford the traditional
protections of the writ, an “escape hatch” allowing the detainee to access habeas review in the
event that the substitute proved inadequate would suffice.
The CSRT, ARB, and MCA procedures and the accompanying appellate review under
the DTA and MCA do not possess those qualities nor do they provide the required “escape
hatch.” Indeed, when viewed as a whole, the regime constitutes a dramatic departure from even
the most basic protections of habeas corpus and therefore cannot qualify as an adequate
substitute because: (1) the current system does not provide detainees with meaningful notice of
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the charges against them; (2) the present structure does not grant a detainee a reasonable
opportunity to present evidence to combat the charges against him, nor plenary review of his
claims; (3) the proceedings do not guarantee a neutral and impartial review; (4) the system does
not provide for a speedy release if the grounds for detention are unlawful; (5) the detainees do
not have the right to counsel at all times; and (6) evidence gained by torture is permissible
grounds for detention. We address each in turn below.
1.

Notice

Notice is a bedrock principle of law.564 “For more than a century the central meaning of
procedural due process has been clear: Parties whose rights are to be affected are entitled to be
heard; and in order that they may enjoy that right they must first be notified.”565 The Supreme
Court made clear in Hamdi that a “citizen-detainee seeking to challenge his classification as an
enemy combatant must receive notice of the factual basis for his classification . . .”566 And as
discussed above, when depriving an individual of life or liberty, there is no basis for the state to
afford the required notice to a citizen-detainee and withhold such notice to an alien one.567
Moreover, the Supreme Court’s conclusion that a detainee is entitled to notice of the factual basis
for his classification and initial detention as an enemy combatant is obviously equally applicable
to the charges brought against him under a military commission, which could result in further
loss of liberty or even death.
However, the CSRT does not provide detainees with meaningful notice of the alleged
factual basis for their initial detention. Detainees are not permitted to review classified
information allegedly justifying the basis for their detention, even though most CSRTs rely
564
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almost solely on classified evidence and in many instances this secret evidence is the only basis
for the CSRT decision and detention.568 The Boumediene petitioners demonstrated in their brief
to the Supreme Court the Kafkaesque nature of the process:
Although the government charged that ‘[w]hile living in Bosnia, the Detainee
associated with a known Al Quida operative,’ it would not disclose the name of
that individual – leaving [Petitioner Ait Idir] no way to confirm or deny the
allegation. When Mr. Ait Idir pointed out the absurdity of the process, the CSRT
panelists burst into laughter.569
The El-Banna petitioners in a companion case to Boumediene did not fare much better:
Abdullah Al Kandari was designated an enemy combatant principally because …
an ‘alias’ of his name was allegedly found on a list of names on a document saved
on a computer hard drive allegedly ‘associated with a senior al Qaeda member.’
Mr. Al Kandari … asked what name appeared on the list. He was not allowed to
know; the information was classified. The name of the ‘senior al Qaeda member’
was likewise classified, as was the place where the hard drive was found.570
The DTA does not remedy the issue as it prevents any de novo review of the evidence
forming the basis of the CSRT’s decision.571 The CSRT and DTA permit – indeed promote –
detention by secret evidence that is commonly and consistently withheld from the accused, a
clear departure from the principle of notice traditionally followed by American courts.572
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2.

Reasonable Opportunity to Present Evidence

Another bedrock of due process and habeas corpus is the right to “careful consideration
and plenary processing of [the habeas petitioner’s] claims including full opportunity for
presentation of the relevant facts.” 573 Since colonial times, English and American courts have
long recognized the requirement that one detained against his will should be able to present
evidence justifying his release.574 When not facing an imminent trial, the detainee must be
afforded the opportunity to traverse the writ, explaining why the grounds for detention are
insufficient in either fact or law.575 In Hamdi, for instance, the Supreme Court emphasized that a
citizen-detainee at Guantanamo is entitled to a “fair opportunity to rebut the Government’s
factual assertions . . .”576
But the CSRT and DTA do not offer a detainee a “fair” opportunity to contest the charges
justifying his detention. For starters, the immense practical obstacles to defend oneself in a
CSRT faced by a non-English speaking detainee, separated by thousands of miles from any
helpful potential witnesses or documents, and with no access – by telephone, internet or fax – to
either exculpatory avenue is manifest. But even when a detainee was able to overcome the
substantial practical hurdles to identify potentially exculpatory evidence, the CSRT panel refused
to accept them into evidence as not “reasonably available.”577 These problems are only
exacerbated by the fact that the CSRT prohibits the detainee any assistance of counsel and, as
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discussed above, many times the Government withheld the nature of the allegations justifying a
detainee’s initial detention under the CSRT process because it was classified.
The DTA does little to allow the D.C. Circuit Court any meaningful review and provide a
“fair” opportunity to challenge the CSRT designation.578 The DTA limits the court’s review to
whether the CSRT complied with its own standards.579 The D.C. Circuit Court is not authorized
to rule on the ultimate question: whether the detainee was properly classified as an enemy
combatant.
3.

Neutral and Impartial Review

Courts have long held that deprivation of life or liberty must be subject to review by an
impartial and neutral arbiter.580 In Hamdi, for instance, the Supreme Court made clear that a
citizen-detainee not only must receive factual notice of the basis for his detention and a
reasonable opportunity to rebut those grounds, but must also have the opportunity to be heard
before a “neutral decisionmaker.”581 As Justice Kennedy explained in Hamdan, an acceptable
degree of independence from the Executive is necessary to render a commission regularly
constituted under the U.S. system of justice, and any suggestion of using Executive power to
interfere with an ongoing judicial process raises fundamental questions of fairness. 582 Moreover,
at common law, it was emphasized that the decision as to whether Executive detention was
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justified was a judgment “grounded upon [the court’s] own inferences and understandings and
not upon [the Executive’s].”583
However, the CSRT, as well as the annual review of CSRT determinations under the
ARB, do not provide for a hearing before an independent tribunal.584 The CSRT and ARB
tribunals are comprised of panels of three mid-level military officers, but unlike military judges
under the UCMJ, CSRT panel officers do not have institutional protection against command
influence. Command influence is justifiably recognized as the “mortal enemy of military
justice.” 585 For that reason, the UCMJ prohibits unlawful command influence on court-martial
judges.586 Even the MCA prohibits unlawful command influence on military commission
judges.587 But there is no prohibition against command influence on CSRT panelists. The lack
of protections against command influence is exacerbated by the fact that prior to the CSRT
hearing, the detainee has already been classified by several layers of review.588 Moreover, for
years the highest ranking officers – including the President, the Secretary of Defense, and the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff – consistently characterized the Guantanamo detainees as
dangerous enemy combatants and the “worst of the worst.”589
It is to no surprise then that the CSRT proceedings were riddled with evidence of
command influence. A recent report shows that when at least three detainees were initially
determined by CSRTs not to be enemy combatants, the detainees were subject to a second, and
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in one case a third, CSRT proceeding until they were finally classified as enemy combatants.590
Lieutenant Colonel Stephen Abraham – an officer assisting the CSRT process – confirmed these
reports before the House Armed Services Committee:
When our panel questioned the evidence, we were told to presume it to be true.
When we found no evidence to support an enemy-combatant determination, we
were told to leave the hearings open. When we unanimously held the detainee not
to be an enemy-combatant, we were told to reconsider. And ultimately when we
did alter our course . . . a new panel was selected that reached a different result.591
Several military officers have made similar claims concerning the military commissions'
process, alleging that the system appears to be rigged to facilitate convictions.592 In fact, a
military judge recently ruled that Brigadier General Thomas W. Hartmann, a senior Pentagon
official at the Office of Military Commissions, have no further role in the first trial scheduled to
start in May 2008.593 Ruling on a petition from Guantanamo detainee Salim Hamdan that
General Hartmann had exerted unlawful influence over the prosecution, the judge removed the
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general from Hamdan’s trial because he did not have the “required independence from the
prosecution.”594
4.

Speedy Release if Detention is Unlawful

From common law, to early adoption in America, to its incorporation into the
Constitution, the writ has always guaranteed the speedy release from unlawful executive
detention.595 In addition to granting a remedy of release, at common law the habeas petitioner
was entitled to “a swift and imperative remedy” concerning the lawfulness of his detention. 596
The writ of habeas corpus’s “province, shaped to guarantee the most fundamental of all rights, is
to provide an effective and speedy instrument by which judicial inquiry may be had into the
legality of the detention of a person.”597
Six years and counting, the current regime obviously does not provide a swift and
imperative remedy. Indeed, it may not provide any at all. As discussed in Part III(B), supra, on
their face, the CSRT and ARB procedures do not provide for release of a detainee if he is
determined to not be an enemy combatant or is later found to no longer pose a threat to the U.S.
or its allies. Further, the CSRT has no power to release a detainee even after a finding that the
detainee is not an unlawful enemy combatant.598 Such a determination must be approved by the
CSRT Director and then forwarded to the Secretary of State to coordinate deportation of the
detainee with his or her home country, or for other disposition consistent with applicable laws,
consistent with the domestic obligations, international obligations, and foreign policy of the
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United States.599 There is no time limit or deadline on this process and it is subject to change at
any time.600 The ARB likewise does not provide a sure remedy. Its annual decisions are only
recommendations to a Designated Civilian Official, who in turn makes a decision as to whether
an enemy combatant should still be detained according to established Deputy Secretary of
Defense policy.601 Another problem with the annual review is that the detainee’s “intelligence
value” is another basis for continued detention.602
The appellate review established by the DTA similarly fails to provide an adequate
remedy. As discussed Part III(B), supra, the D.C. Circuit Court only has the authority to
determine the validity of any final decision of the CSRT.603 A detainee is not entitled to release
even if the D.C. Circuit Court determines that the CSRT’s enemy combatant classification was
erroneous.
The problem persists to the MCA. There is no guarantee under the MCA that a detainee,
classified as an enemy combatant under a CSRT, then charged and tried by a military
commission, and then found innocent of all charges, will then be released. Indeed, it appears that
even after a defendant is acquitted, there is a good chance that he will simply be returned to
Guantanamo until the end of the war on terror so long as the Government believes the individual
may pose some danger to troops in the field.604
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There are approximately 270 detainees left at Guantanamo.605 Of those 270, the U.S. has
deemed approximately 60 detainees eligible for transfer or release.606 Fourteen await trial by
military commission,607 and the Government anticipates that there is sufficient evidence to try a
total of 60 to 80.608 In other words, there are at least approximately 130 detainees that the
Administration currently has no plan for other than indefinite detention without trial.609
5.

Right to Counsel

The Supreme Court has long recognized the right to counsel, especially in cases
concerning deprivation of life or liberty.610 Even though initial and continued detention as an
enemy combatant is determined by a CSRT and the annual review of that determination is
reviewed by the ARB, neither provide a detainee with the right to counsel, in fact he is
prohibited from procuring his own counsel.611 Instead, the CSRT provides for a “personal
representative” who lacks a duty of loyalty and confidentiality to the detainee. This “personal
representative” is instructed to disclose to the detainee that he is neither the detainee’s lawyer nor
advocate, and that no confidentiality duty, including the attorney-client privilege, applies.612
These “personal representatives” can then in turn be questioned by the CSRT.
The prohibition against assistance of counsel at the CSRT is egregious on several levels.
First, as discussed above, the initial CSRT ruling is incredibly important as there are
approximately 130 current detainees who have been detained – some for as long as six years – on
605
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the basis of CSRT determinations and will likely continue to be detained indefinitely based on
those determinations.613 The CSRT decisions were all made without the detainees being assisted
by counsel. Second, as detailed earlier, without assistance of counsel, detainees were unable to
gather evidence in their favor. Finally, also as discussed above, D.C. Circuit review of CSRT
decisions is limited to determining whether the CSRT followed its own procedures and whether
it complied with the laws of the United States. Therefore, even though the detainee may have
assistance of counsel before the D.C. Circuit, it is too little too late as even the most talented
advocate is prohibited from introducing new exculpatory evidence that the detainee did not have
access to at the time of the CSRT.
6.

Evidence From Torture

Torture has been viewed with abhorrence for over 500 years.614 Noting that torture has
been held inimical to British common law since the 15th century, Britain’s highest court recently
ruled that information obtained by torture is never admissible evidence.615 The CSRT, however,
clearly provides for continued detention on the basis of evidence obtained through torture.616
The DTA includes an anti-torture provision, but that applies only to future CSRTs.617 Although
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the MCA prohibits evidence gained by torture, it allows the admissibility, under certain
circumstances, of evidence gained by coercion.618 This is problematic because of the
Administration’s controversial stance on what constitutes “torture” and the “coercive”
interrogation techniques employed at Guantanamo.619
This is not an academic concern. According to surveys of FBI employees who worked at
Guantanamo, the interrogation of Guantanamo detainees was commonly intermixed with abuse
and what most would consider torture – detainees are chained hand and foot in fetal positions to
the floor, with no chair, food, or water, at times for more than 24 hours; interrogators use a
variety of invasive and humiliating physical and psychological techniques including wrapping
the detainee’s head in duct tape and threatening the detainee with German Shepherd dogs; and
interrogators restrain detainees in chains and force them to stand in “baseball catcher”
positions.620 The El-Banna Petitioners’ Brief is replete with further allegations of torture.621
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In sum, the current regime under the CSRT, ARB, DTA, and MCA do not form an
adequate and effective substitute for habeas review.622 Moreover, the limited review of these
determinations under the DTA by the D.C. Circuit, while important, do not ameliorate these
concerns and do not rise to the level of an “escape hatch” as required by Hayman and Swain.623
Accordingly, Congress has not created an adequate and effective substitute for habeas review.
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VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As demonstrated supra Part V, the MCA’s suspension of habeas corpus as to those held

at Guantanamo cannot pass constitutional muster. Moreover, the system crafted to substitute
habeas corpus for these detainees is neither adequate nor effective. Accordingly, this Committee
recommends that (1) the Association adopt a resolution urging Congress to repeal the MCA’s
habeas stripping provisions; (2) the Association pass a resolution urging Congress to take a fresh
look at the current system, hold hearings, and create a more just and fair regime to address the
detention of those held at Guantanamo and how and whether they should be tried for any charges
against them; and (3) to prevent any potential for Executive abuses at other military detention
centers outside of Guantanamo, the Association adopt a resolution urging Congress to hold
hearings to consider amending the federal habeas statute to reflect the Great Writ’s historically
broad ambit to extend to pre-trial detainees within the custody of the Administration and
detained in locations under the de facto control of the American government.
A.

Congress Should Repeal the MCA’s Habeas Stripping Provisions

As demonstrated above, the habeas stripping provisions of the MCA are unconstitutional
and inimical to our fundamental traditions of due process of law. Should the Boumediene court
refuse to invalidate the habeas stripping provisions of the MCA, we therefore recommend that
the Association adopt a resolution urging Congress to repeal Section 7(a) of the MCA and its
codification in the federal habeas statute at Section 2241(e) of title 28 of the United States Code
and Subsection. We note that the pending legislation summarized in Part IV(D), supra, such as
the Habeas Corpus Restoration Act of 2007, would address our concerns.
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B.

Congress Should Select a System for Detention and Trial of Aliens Detained
as Enemy Combatants Consistent with Due Process

Should the Boumediene Court affirm the D. C. Circuit’s decision, the current system of
detaining and trying enemy combatants will stand. Conversely, should the Supreme Court
overturn the D.C. Circuit’s ruling, the Court may limit its ruling to the habeas question and not
reach the issue as to whether the current system is an adequate and effective habeas substitute.
The Court may also flatly reject the current system under the CSRT, ARB, DTA, and MCA, or at
minimum in dicta cast a shadow questioning the propriety of the process. In any event, it is the
position of this Committee that the Association should adopt a resolution urging Congress to
revisit the current regime regardless of the outcome in Boumediene and fashion a system more
consistent with our nation’s long held traditions of due process.624
Any system of pre-trial detention of enemy combatants and subsequent trial of those held
by the Government on substantive charges should provide at minimum the traditional cluster of
due process protections afforded by habeas corpus against unlawful executive detention. At
minimum, the pre-trial and trial system should contain the following hallmarks of our judicial
system for those held by the Government:625
The detainee should have notice of the grounds for detention and charges against
him. To the extent classified information is involved, such information should, at
a minimum, be disclosed to the detainee’s counsel;
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The detainee should have reasonable opportunity to present evidence justifying
his release;
The detainee should be ensured of review of the evidence and charges against him
by a neutral decision-maker. These protections should apply at all stages in the
process, from pre-trial detention and review, through trial and appeal;
The detainee should have the opportunity to challenge his pre-trial detention
before an impartial arbiter, granted in a timely manner, and speedy release if the
pre-trial detention is unlawful or if acquitted of all charges after trial;626
The detainee should have the right to counsel at all stages of the proceedings; and
A categorical ban on the introduction of evidence obtained by torture to justify a
detainee’s detention should be implemented.
These recommendations are meant as broad guidelines to be adhered to in the drafting of
any proposed legislation. We do not endorse in this Report any particular system of pre-trial
detention and trial of the Guantanamo detainees or other enemy combatants captured and held by
the Executive Branch in its ongoing efforts to combat international terrorism. We are also aware
of various proposals for reforming the system. One, propounded by Professors Neal Katyal and
Jack Goldsmith, urges the creation of an Article III “national security court” similar to the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act courts, that would specialize in hearing cases of
“preventive” detentions of terrorism suspects.627 Other critics propose that no alternate system
for trying these detainees should be created; rather, the detainees should be processed through
626
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the criminal justice system.628 Although we applaud these efforts, we do not endorse any
particular proposal in this Report. We only recommend that whatever system Congress adopts in
the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision in Boumediene, that system must include the
foregoing lodestars of our nation’s and the common law’s jurisprudence.
C.

Congress Should Consider Extending Habeas Corpus to All Pre-Conviction
Detainees within the Custody of the U.S. Government Held at Locations
within the De Facto Control of the U.S.

“At its core, the writ of habeas corpus has traditionally served as a means of reviewing
the legality of executive detention, and it is in that context that its protections have been the
strongest.”629 Under St. Cyr’s “absolute minimum” standard, the writ’s protection can not go
below the floor set by the common law at 1789. However, as Justice Powell once stated: “No
one would now suggest that this Court be imprisoned by every particular of habeas corpus as it
existed in the late 18th and 19th centuries.”630
Indeed, the Supreme Court has emphasized that habeas corpus “is not now and never has
been a static, narrow, formalistic remedy; its scope has grown to achieve its grand purpose – the
protection of individuals against erosion of their right to be free from wrongful restraints upon
their liberty.”631 The Supreme Court explicitly recognized in Swain v. Pressley that habeas
corpus has evolved beyond the limits that obtained during the 17th and 18th centuries. 632 The
fundamental rights of due process and equal protection under the Fifth Amendment, the
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prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment, and a host of
other constitutional provisions have changed over time according to evolving standards of
decency.633 Habeas corpus has similarly evolved since the days of the Magna Carta and should
continue to do so in the context of extra-territorial Executive detention.634 As Justice Marshall
famously reminded, “we must never forget, that it is a constitution we are expounding [that is
intended to] endure for ages to come, and, consequently, to be adapted to the various crises of
human affairs.”635
Although the nation-state had already risen to prominence by 1789, concepts of
sovereignty have evolved dramatically since then.636 Likewise, tectonic societal shifts since
1789 driven by revolutions in transportation, technology, communications, not to mention the
very concept of human rights, have changed the global reach of the sovereign state and the rights
and abilities of the individual.637 The stature of the United States on the world stage has changed
dramatically since 1789. In addition to its fifty states, the U.S. has thirteen unincorporated
territories across the world.638
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Most relevant to the immediate discussion, the U.S. has approximately 820 military bases
in approximately forty countries around the world.639 Many of these bases are governed by
Status of Forces Agreements (“SOFA”) between the United States and the host country wherein
the parties negotiate concurrent jurisdiction with respect to the military base.640 Similar to
Guantanamo, Bagram Air Force Base in Afghanistan (“Bagram”) serves as a detention center for
approximately 630 detainees designated as enemy combatants by the Administration.641 Also,
similar to Guantanamo, there are several indicia of U.S. control over Bagram. For instance
under the Accommodation Consignment Agreement between U.S. and Afghanistan, i.e., the
Bagram lease, the U.S. can occupy the land, without rent, for so long as the U.S. wishes and
without any interference from Afghanistan.642
The question on the horizon is how to address the next line of Guantanamos like Bagram.
There have been numerous reports that the President and his cabinet intend to close
Guantanamo.643 As discussed earlier, the Administration has released or transferred many
detainees from Guantanamo,644 while the detention center at Bagram now holds 630.645 A recent
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lawsuit filed by various Afghanis held at Bagram alleges that the conditions of confinement and
levels of due process at Bagram are far worse than Guantanamo.646 In addition to Bagram, there
have been various reports that the Administration has transported detainees in the war on terror
to U.S.-operated prisons in foreign countries such as Thailand and Afghanistan without public
disclosure or accountability.647 Along similar lines, there are widespread reports of the
Administration’s extraordinary rendition practices, where the Administration allegedly detains a
suspected terrorist or informant and transports him to an allied country that does not prohibit
torture where he can be interrogated without regard to due process or human rights and likely
tortured in the process.648
This Committee recommends that Congress should examine extending the right of habeas
corpus to pre-trial detainees within the custody of the Administration held at foreign locations
under the de facto control of the United States. In an era when the Executive Branch can
transport a detainee on a whim to far-flung military bases throughout the world, which may
effectively operate under the independent control of the U.S., it stands to reason that the
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protections of habeas corpus should follow the detainee – citizen or not – so long as he is within
the custody of the U.S.
This approach is consistent with Rasul’s clear mandate elevating form over substance in
terms of review of Executive detention and the protections of habeas corpus and the common
law’s emphasis on the jailer not the detainee. As discussed above, Rasul was less preoccupied
with formal proclamations of sovereignty and more concerned with the fact that Guantanamo
was effectively within the control of the United States.649 Moreover, focusing on the nature of
the jailer is also consistent with Braden v. 30th Judicial Circuit Court of Kentucky, holding that
“[t]he writ of habeas corpus does not act upon the prisoner who seeks relief, but upon the person
who holds him in what is alleged to be unlawful custody” and establishing a more flexible
jurisdictional rule allowing a district court to act upon a habeas petition so long as the custodian
is within the court’s jurisdiction.650 To the extent military bases holding detainees share the
hallmarks of control that the Rasul court highlighted of Guantanamo, the reach of habeas
protection should extend to those detention camps as well.651
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The Supreme Court has long upheld the extra-territorial reach of habeas to American
citizens.652 In Reid v. Covert, for instance, the Supreme Court heard habeas petitions filed by
two wives of U.S. military servicemen who were accused of murdering their husbands while
stationed in foreign U.S. military bases and faced trial by military commission under the
UCMJ.653 The Government argued that it could detain and try American citizens abroad by any
process, including the UCMJ, even if it departed from the Constitution’s due process
protections.654 The Court explicitly rejected the Government position and granted the petitions;
holding instead that the Government cannot detain citizens abroad free of the Constitution.655
Notably, Justice Harlan’s concurring opinion promoted a contextual approach to assessing
whether certain rights secured by the Constitution were applicable to Government action
abroad.656 Justice Harlan’s analysis centered on whether depending on the circumstances of the
given situation applying a particular constitutional provision would be “impractical or
anomalous.”657
As the Court recently affirmed in Hamdi, whether Hamdi was detained in a naval brig in
South Carolina, or the detention camps in Guantanamo or Afghanistan, the location of the
detention made no difference; he was entitled to certain basic due process protections.658 The
extra-territorial application of habeas to citizens held within the custody of the Government
652
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outside the U.S. was recently affirmed in Omar v. Harvey, where the D.C. Circuit rejected the
Government’s motion to dismiss petitioner’s habeas petition challenging his detention in Iraqi
jail because petitioner was in the custody of the U.S. military.659
Certain fundamental constitutional protections have long extended to aliens in territories
under the control of the U.S. Although in the so-called Insular Cases the Supreme Court
declined to extend certain rights such as the Sixth Amendment jury trial right to inhabitants of
U.S. unincorporated territories, such as the Philippines and Puerto Rico, it specifically held that
“the guarantees of certain fundamental personal rights declared in the Constitution, as, for
instance, that no person could be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law,
had from the beginning full application in the Philippines and Puerto Rico.” 660 Justice
Kennedy’s concurring opinion in United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez relied on Justice Harlan’s
contextual approach in examining whether the protections of the Fourth Amendment against
warrantless searches and seizures extended to searches done by U.S. authorities of a foreign
national at his foreign residence.661 Applying the balancing test adopted by Justice Harlan in
Reid v. Covert, and relied on by Justice Kennedy in United States v. Verdugo-Urquidez to extend
constitutional rights to aliens on a case by case basis, the process due to those detained
indefinitely without trial within the custody of the U.S. at a location under the control of the U.S.
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could reasonably encompass the fundamental right to test the legality of that detention through
the writ of habeas corpus.
Extending habeas to those held in locations where the U.S. exercises de facto control is
also consistent with preventing the Executive Branch from creating “legal black holes” outside
the rule of law.662 The common law has long rejected this ruse. For instance, the 1667
impeachment of Edward Hyde charged the first Earl of Clarendon with attempting to avoid
habeas corpus by sending certain prisoners to remote islands, garrisons, and other places where
he believed they be would out of reach of the courts.663 In 1669, the English Parliament
corrected that habeas loophole in Section 11 of the Habeas Corpus Amendment Act of 1679, and
such ploys to evade habeas corpus have been unlawful in England ever since.664 There have
been many reports that the Government chose Guantanamo to hold alien enemy combatants in
the belief that the writ of habeas corpus would not be available to those detained there.665 Some
four hundred years after the Earl of Clarendon, Rasul roundly rejected the Executive Branch’s
attempt to create a “legal black hole” in Guantanamo outside the review of the Judiciary.666
A flexible interpretation of the writ of habeas corpus is particularly important here where
detainees in the war on terror face indefinite detention. For instance, the remaining detainees at
Guantanamo have been held – some for as long as six years – with no plans of trial, let alone
release, in the near future. In addition, the manner in which individuals entered custody counsels
broad habeas protections to ensure against unlawful or arbitrary detention. For instance, based
662
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on a study of 517 CSRT records, only 5% of those detained at Guantanamo were captured by
U.S. forces and 86% were taken into custody by Pakistani and Northern Alliance forces when the
U.S. government was offering substantial bounties for the capture of any suspected Arab
terrorist.667 A study based on these CSRT records revealed that the vast majority of detainees
never engaged in hostilities against the U.S., but instead were detained because of a varyingly
loose association with one of 72 groups the military has deemed to have some connection to alQaeda or other terrorist groups.668
Moreover, detaining combatants indefinitely without the prospect of judicial review long
after the conflict justifying their initial detention is inconsistent with modern and common law
principles of habeas corpus preventing arbitrary deprivations of liberty and the exigencies of
warfare. As Justice Kennedy explained in his concurrence in Rasul: “Perhaps, where detainees
are taken from a zone of hostilities, detention without proceedings or trial would be justified by
military necessity for a matter of weeks; but as the period of detention stretches from months to
years, the case for continued detention to meet military exigencies becomes weaker.”669
Finally and unfortunately, the conduct of this Administration has demonstrated the need
to recognize review of any and all detentions by the Executive Branch in the war on terror as
illustrated supra, Part V(C)(6). The allegations of torture – many substantiated – at Guantanamo
have brought near universal criticism, some even likening Guantanamo as “the gulag of our
times.”670
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The individual cases of Ali Saleh Kahlah Al-Marri and Jose Padilla, American resident
and citizen, respectively, also serve as examples for the need for a strong judiciary to protect
against Executive abuses through the writ of habeas corpus.671 Al-Marri has been detained at a
brig in South Carolina for over five years under conditions very similar to those that exist at
Guantanamo.672 He has been almost entirely isolated from the outside world and kept in solitary
confinement, shackled, and in a cell measuring approximately three meters by two meters.673
During the first year of his detention, al-Marri was interrogated repeatedly and threatened with
deportation and rape.674 Al-Marri has still not been able to communicate with family or friends,
though he was finally granted access to a lawyer.675 Detained at the complete discretion of the
Department of Defense, al-Marri potentially faces many more years of detention.676 Padilla was
detained as an enemy combatant in a naval brig in Charleston, South Carolina.677 The
Government finally brought criminal charges against Padilla – charges for terrorism-related
offenses that bore no relationship to the reason he was being detained by the military.678
Padilla’s lawyers alleged that, throughout the process, Padilla was subject to systematic abuse,
including sleep deprivation, detention in a 9-foot-by-7-foot cell, being chained in painful
positions, and being subjected to mind-altering drugs.679
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Moreover, the infamous abuses at Abu Ghraib will always stand as a reminder to what
can happen when the Executive Branch is left alone without any oversight.680 The loss of human
dignity experienced by these detainees – many of whom are likely only guilty of being in the
wrong place at the wrong time681 – is immeasurable, and the damage to the United States’
reputation in eyes of the world is incalculable.
To be sure, we are mindful of potential practical and logistical problems that may arise in
extending habeas to detainees held in U.S. foreign bases.682 We are also mindful of Justice
Kennedy’s caveat that there is a sphere within which the Executive must be able to operate
without intrusion from the courts.683 Nevertheless, we maintain that Congress should at
minimum examine more fully extra-territorial detentions of enemy combatants held in foreign
U.S. military detention centers and assess whether habeas protection is due.684
The Supreme Court has historically emphasized that “[a]t its historical core, the writ of
habeas corpus has served as a means of reviewing the legality of Executive detention, and it is in
this context that its protections have been the strongest.”685 At a time when the U.S.’s stature in
the realm of global human rights has reached an all-time low, ensuring that all detained by the
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Executive Branch are entitled to habeas protection would go a long way to repairing that image.
The Supreme Court has already held in Hamdi that citizen-detainees in the war on terror are
entitled basic fundamental rights against arbitrary detention. Congress needs to consider whether
there is a basis to refuse the same protections to alien pre-trial detainees wherever they are held
within the custody and control of the Executive Branch.
To that end, this Report urges the Association to adopt a resolution to Congress
requesting that it hold hearings on extra-territorial detention and whether the federal habeas
statute should be amended to address those issues.
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VII.

CONCLUSION
Indefinite and unlawful pre-trial detention is anathema to our nation’s longstanding

tradition of due process. Habeas corpus evolved as a necessary check against such abuses by the
Executive by providing the means to test the factual and legal basis of imprisonment. For that
reason, the Constitution’s framers insisted that the writ could only be suspended in times of
invasion or rebellion and courts have read its protections broadly.
The habeas stripping provisions of the MCA are inconsistent with our nation’s most
revered tenets of equity and justice as they perpetuate indefinite, and probably unlawful,
detention without charge. Even if they do pass constitutional muster under Boumediene – which
they likely will not – they should be repealed as a matter of bad policy that has damaged our
reputation around the globe.
Restoring habeas relief is only the first step in adequately addressing the problems with
the present policies of Executive detention. Congress should review the current system for
detaining and trying suspected terrorists and select a system consistent with fundamental
protections of due process such as notice, the right to counsel, and the reasonable opportunity to
present evidence challenging detention. Learning from the lessons of Guantanamo, Congress
should take into account that these detainees are not analogous to traditional prisoners of war.
Many are not captured on a battlefield and do not wear uniforms of an enemy nation in a
declared war; rather, they are apprehended by third parties with questionable agendas under
possible mistaken or false information and face indefinite detention in a war with no end in sight.
These concerns counsel that more, not less, process is due than what is currently
provided. As the Supreme Court reminded us in Hamdi, “[i]t is during our most challenging and
uncertain moments that our Nation’s commitment to due process is most severely tested; and it is
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in those times that we must preserve our commitment at home the principles for which we fight
abroad.”686
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